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Dear Councillor 
 
You are invited to attend a meeting of the Council on Monday, 16th December, 2019 in 
the Council Chamber, Municipal Buildings, West Street, Boston, PE21 8QR at 6.30 pm 
 
Although it is not a formal part of this Summons or the business of the meeting, the 
Mayor’s Chaplain will lead prayers immediately prior to the meeting. 

 

 
PHIL DRURY 
Chief Executive 
 

 

AGENDA 
 
 

PART I - PRELIMINARIES 
 
A. To sign the minutes of the meeting of the Council held on 30 September 2019 

attached at pages 1 – 10.  
 

B. To receive apologies for absence. 
 
C. To receive communications (if any) from the Mayor and the Chief Executive. 
 
D. To receive deputations or petitions (if any) pursuant to Rules 12 and 13 of the 

Council’s Rules of Procedure. 
 

E. To answer questions (if any) from elected members pursuant to Rule 11 of the 
Council’s Rules of Procedure. 

 

Public Document Pack



F. To answer questions (if any) from members of the public pursuant to Rule 10 
of the Council’s Rules of Procedure  

 
G. To receive declarations by Members of any interests in respect of items on 

the agenda. 
 

 

PART II - AGENDA ITEMS 
 

1   AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE MINUTES (Pages 11 - 16) 
 

 (To receive the confirmed minutes of the meeting of the Audit and Governance 
Committee held on 16 September 2019) 
 

2   COUNCIL TAX SUPPORT SCHEME 2020-21 (Pages 17 - 24) 
 

 (Report by the Council Tax and Benefits Manager) 
 
Portfolio Holder: Councillor Aaron Spencer  
 

3   APPOINTMENT OF PARISH COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE TO THE 
STANDARDS SUB-COMMITTEE (Pages 25 - 28) 
 

 (Report by the Monitoring Officer)  
 

4   EXECUTIVE / SCRUTINY PROTOCOL (Pages 29 - 42) 
 

 (Report by the Chief Executive) 
 

5   LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION CORPORATE PEER CHALLENGE AND 
ACTION PLAN (Pages 43 - 64) 
 

 (Report by the Chief Executive) 
 
Portfolio Holder: Councillor Aaron Spencer  
 

6   CLIMATE CHANGE (Pages 65 - 76) 
 

 (Report by the Chairman of Environment and Performance)  
 
Portfolio Holder: Councillor Paul Skinner  
 

7   TOWNS FUND - TO FOLLOW  
 

 (Report by the Deputy Chief Executive) 
 

8   REFERRAL FROM CALL IN -  REPLACEMENT DOMESTIC WHEELED BIN 
CHARGES (Pages 77 - 92) 
 

 (Report by the Head of Environmental Operations)  
 
Portfolio Holder: Councillor Yvonne Stevens  
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
Questions from Members of the Council and the public must be received by 5 p.m. two 
clear working days prior to the day of the meeting – the deadline for this meeting is  
5 p.m. on Wednesday 11th December 2019.  
 

 
 

 
Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting as observers except during the 

consideration of exempt or confidential items. 
 

 
 

 
Emergency Procedures 

In the event of a fire alarm sounding all attendees are asked to leave the building via the 
nearest emergency exit and make their way to the Fire Assembly Point located in the car 

park at the rear of the Municipal Buildings 

 

 
 
Alternative Versions - Should you wish to have the agenda or report in an alternative format 
such as larger text, Braille or a specific language, please contact Democratic Services on 
direct dial (01205) 314227 
 
The person to contact about the agenda and documents for this meeting is Lorraine Bush, 
Democratic Services Manager, Municipal Buildings, Boston Telephone 01205 314224  e-mail 
lorraine.bush@boston.gov.uk 
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BOSTON BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 
At the meeting of Boston Borough Council held in the Council Chamber, Municipal 
Buildings, West Street, Boston, PE21 8QR, on Monday, 30th September, 2019 at 6.30 
pm 
 
Present: 
The Mayor (Councillor Anton Dani), in the Chair 
Councillors Tracey Abbott, Alistair Arundell, Peter Bedford, Alan Bell, George Cornah, 
Anne Dorrian, Viven Edge, Martin Griggs, Neill Hastie, Jonathan Noble, Frank Pickett, 
Chelcei Sharman, Paul Skinner, Judith Skinner, Aaron Spencer, Peter Watson, 
Judith Welbourn, Nigel Welton, Colin Woodcock and Stephen Woodliffe 
 
Officers –  
Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Executive (Monitoring Officer), Chief Finance Officer and 
S151 Officer and Democratic Services Manager 
 
Also attending: Mr. Simon Sperring, Chairman of the Independent Remuneration Panel 
 
22   MINUTES 

 
The minutes of the meeting of the Annual Meeting of the Council held on 20 May 2019, 
and the meeting of the Council held on 15 July 2019, were taken as read and signed by 
the Mayor as a correct record.  
 
 
23   APOLOGIES 

 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Tom Ashton, Alison Austin, 
Richard Austin BEM, Shaun Blackman, Michael Cooper, Deborah Evans, Paul Goodale, 
Brian Rush and Yvonne Stevens.  
 
24   COMMUNICATIONS 

 
The Mayor offered condolences on behalf of the Council to the Deputy Mayor, Councillor 
Deborah Evans, on the passing of her father.  
 
The Chief Executive reported that accordance with Part 3 section 1.11 of the 
Constitution, he had exercised delegated authority to re-allocate committee seats for 
political proportionality purposes, as a result of recent changes within memberships.  
The revised allocation had been circulated to all Members. 
 
The Chief Executive made a statement, between 10th and 12th September the Council 
hosted a Local Government Association Peer Challenge. Elected member and senior 
officer peers from across the country spent their time speaking to 114 people including 
councillors, council staff and external stakeholders. Gathered information and views 
from more than 39 meetings, visited key sites and undertook additional research and 
reading. Collectively peers spent more than 270 hours to determine findings.  
 

The Leader of the Council provided a summary of the end of week feedback to all 
members on the 13th September.  The peers have commented that Boston Borough 
Council should be proud of its achievements and have confidence to shout louder about 
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them. The full report will be with the Council in October and will be included as an 
agenda item at the December Full Council meeting.    
 
The Mayor welcomed to the meeting, Mr. Simon Sperring, Chairman of the Independent 
Remuneration Panel.  
 
25   DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS 

 
The Chief Executive reported there were no deputations or petitions.  
 
26   QUESTIONS FROM ELECTED MEMBERS 

 
The Chief Executive reported there were questions from Councillors Neill Hastie and 
Anne Dorrian. 
 
Question asked by Councillor Neill Hastie pursuant to paragraph 11 of the Rules 
of Procedure as set out in the Constitution. 
 
“After the public meeting some of us attended I was pleased to read that you had 
listened to local residents concerns over certain issues and arranged the public toilets to 
be left open 24/7.   
 
I actually thought this was a step in the right direction and that this council was finally 
being proactive in tackling certain issues that are effecting the town. Since then I was 
disappointed to read that you are now thinking of reclosing the toilets overnight after the 
trial period has finished.  
 
Can you please confirm if closing the toilets overnight again is on the cards and the 
reason why?” 
 
Response by Councillor Aaron Spencer  
 
“I have not made a decision either way on the toilets, I will not make this decision in 
isolation it is my intention to talk with BTAC again as I did when agreeing the trial period.  
 
The trial was to see if leaving the toilets open would see a tangible reduction in public 
urination and defecation, as many members of the public and this council will agree, that 
has not been the case and it has resulted in the continuing and deliberate vandalism 
and damage of the public toilets.  
 
Again Cllr Hastie I will stress the point that I am here to listen to you and would submit 
for your consideration, not as criticism, that if you cared so much as you proclaim to do 
so why haven’t you taken me up on my constant offer to discuss these issues face to 
face in the office so we can all work together to help the town. That is what the majority 
of your council colleagues do however you and a couple others do not and I can’t for the 
life of me understand why!” 
 
Supplemental question asked by Councillor Hastie pursuant to paragraph 11.6 of 
the Rules of Procedure as set out in the Constitution:-  
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“Due to the vandalism of the toilets would it be prudent to look at closing the park gates 
overnight, or is it ok to vandalise the park but not the toilets?” 
 
 
Response by Councillor Spencer  
 
“This is a complex issue and comparing the vandalism of the park to issues of anti-social 
behaviour is not that straight forward, I don’t necessarily agree that closing the park 
gates will lead to a reduction with incidents of vandalism. 
 
A considerable amount of work has been undertaken on broader anti-social behaviour 
issues, I have met with partner organisations to look at addressing the problems, but if 
you have any ideas please let me know.” 
 
Question asked by Councillor Anne Dorrian pursuant to paragraph 11 of the Rules 
of Procedure as set out in the Constitution. 
 
“How much money has this council had to save through the Transformation Programme 
during the last ten years?” 
 
Response by Councillor Aaron Spencer  
 
“Since 2011/12 when the Council first approved a Transformation Programme in 
response to the outcome of the 2010 Comprehensive Spending Review, budgets have 
been reduced by £2,981,000.” 
 
Supplemental question asked by Councillor Dorrian pursuant to paragraph 11.6 of 
the Rules of Procedure as set out in the Constitution:-  
 
“I am passionate about protecting council funding streams and we have already had to 
save an extraordinary amount.  To ensure the government funding settlement is 
accurate, would you support lobbying government to ensure the 2021 census is taken 
accurately and encourage all residents, particularly migrant workers, to respond.” 
 
Response by Councillor Spencer  
 
“This is a prudent point, we have to do more work to get funding and address issues 
around population density.  However, the Government is listening having allocated 
monies from the Controlling Migration Fund and the recent announcement of £21M in 
the local health service.  I will absolutely support your proposal for continued lobbying.” 
 
 
27   QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 

 
The Chief Executive reported there were no questions from members of the public. 
 
28   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

 
The Mayor and Councillor Judith Skinner declared an interest in the Review of Members 
Allowances report in respect of the recommendation 1, to increase the Mayoral Special 
Responsibility Allowance, as they would both gain a direct financial benefit if agreed.  
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The Mayor and Councillor Judith Skinner left the Chamber for the consideration and 
vote on recommendation 1. 
 
 
29   APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN OF THE MEETING 

 
As the Mayor had declared an interest in the report on Review of Members Allowances 
and would leave the meeting during deliberation of recommendation 1, and in the 
absence of the Deputy Mayor, nominations were sought for a Member to Chair the 
meeting for the consideration of recommendation 1 in the following item of business. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Aaron Spencer, seconded by Councillor Jonathan Noble 
and  
 
RESOVLED that Councillor Stephen Woodliffe be appointed as Chairman of the 
meeting for the deliberation of recommendation 1 of the next item of business. 
 

(Councillor Woodliffe in the Chair) 
 
30   REVIEW OF MEMBERS ALLOWANCE SCHEME 

 
Mr. Simon Sperring, Chairman of the Independent Remuneration Panel (IRP) introduced 
a report on the annual review of the Members’ Allowance Scheme. 
 
The report stated that in accordance with the Local Authorities (Members Allowances) 
(England) Regulations 2003, the Council had a duty establish and maintain an IRP to 
consider councillors allowances and to have regard to the Panel’s recommendations 
before making or amending an allowances scheme. 
 
In early 2018 the IRP undertook a comprehensive review of the Members Allowance 
Scheme and made recommendations to full Council which were accepted at the meeting 
on 30 April 2018.  The Panel agreed to review the allowances after one year to ensure 
they were appropriate in recognising the time commitment and responsibilities attached 
to the roles.  
 
The Panel met in July 2019 to consider the scheme and whether any further 
amendments for change would be required, specifically the Special Responsibility 
Allowances.   The Panel were concerned regarding the appropriateness of the SRA for 
the position of Mayor, as at the time of the 2018 review, the Council had undertaken a 
review of the civic and Mayoral function which had impacted on the support provided to 
the Mayor.  
 
To understand the effect the changes in support service, the Panel met with Councillor 
Judith Skinner in her capacity as Mayor for 2018/19 and the first to take office under the 
revised arrangements.  Having discussed the issues with Councillor Skinner, including 
additional time commitments, expenses for providing her own personal transport, 
responsibilities associated with collection and return of the Mayoral chains, and the 
importance of the role as First Citizen of the Borough, the Panel recommended that the 
SRA for the position of Mayor should be increased in line with that of a Cabinet Member 
to £5610. 
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Mr. Sperring stated that the Panel, having further considered the matter after the report 
had been published, wished to amend the recommendation so that the increased SRA 
for the Mayor was back dated to July 2018, when the support arrangements for the 
Mayoral office changed.  
Members recognised and accepted that the recommendations had been put forward by 
an independent panel and as such should not be questioned.  It was noted that it was 
difficult for Councillors having to consider their own levels of remuneration. ideally this 
should be set and dealt with externally. 
 
However, concern was expressed that increasing allowances at a time when the Council 
was facing further budget cuts was not appropriate.  This was rebutted as savings of 
£30k had been achieved from the Mayoral and Civic Review, therefore there was still a 
net benefit to the Council.  
 
The Panel had evaluated the effect of the changes introduced by the review and came 
to the conclusion that the negative impact should be compensated for by increasing the 
Mayoral SRA as the new arrangements made high demands on the occupier of the 
office.  
 
It was moved by Councillor Neill Hastie, seconded by Councillor Aaron Spencer and  
 
RESOLVED that the vote on recommendation 1 be taken as a recorded vote.  
 
It was moved by Councillor Nigel Welton, seconded by Councillor George Cornah and  
 

 
RESOLVED that the Special Responsibility Allowance for the office of Mayor be 
increased to £5,610 per annum, in line with the SRA for a Cabinet Member, with 
effect from 1 July 2018 and reviewed in 2020/21. 
 

 
 For    Against   Abstain  
 
 Abbott    Hastie    Watson 
 Arundell   Noble 
 Bedford 
 Bell 
 Cornah 
 Dorrian 
 Edge 
 Griggs 
 Pickett 
 P. Skinner 
 Sharman 
 Spencer 
 Welbourn 
 Welton 
 Woodcock  
 Woodliffe 
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(The Mayor and Councillor Judith Skinner returned to the Chamber.   
Councillor Woodliffe vacated and the Mayor resumed in the Chair) 

 
 
The IRP had also been requested by the Standards Sub Committee to consider if it 
would be appropriate for a Special Responsibility Allowance to be introduced for the 
Independent Person(s) appointed under the Localism Act 2011 to assist the Monitoring 
Officer in dealing with code of conduct complaints. 
 
The Panel noted that currently there was no allowance paid, other than travel and 
subsistence expenses, and that other local authorities had established a SRA in 
recognition of the duties undertaken.   
 
As part of the review process the Panel considered the role and associated 
responsibilities of the Independent Person, also taking into account additional 
responsibilities which may arise following the recommendations of the Local 
Government Ethical Standards Review, and recommended to Council that a SRA of 
£408 be introduced, equivalent to the allowance for the Lay Member on the Audit and 
Governance Committee. 
 
Council was reminded that, as with all member’s allowances, should an allowance be 
agreed and implemented claiming that allowance was not compulsory. 
 
It was moved by Councillor Nigel Welton and seconded by Councillor George Cornah 
that 
 
A Special Responsibility Allowance of £408 per annum be introduced for the 
Independent Person(s) appointed to assist the Monitoring Officer in dealing with 
Code of Conduct complaints, with effect from 1 April 2019 
  
Concern was expressed that by setting a fixed allowance the Independent Person could 
be remunerated and not have had any responsibilities to undertake due to the number of 
complaints received.  The comparison with the allowance for the lay member of the 
Audit and Governance Committee was not justified as they attended every meeting of 
the Committee, training events etc. 
 
An amendment was moved by Councillor Jonathan Noble and seconded by Councillor 
Peter Watson that  
 
A Special Responsibility Allowance be introduced for the Independent Person of 
£50 for each case they were consulted on by the Monitoring Officer. 
 
The Monitoring Officer provided clarification that the Independent Person was consulted 
on every complaint received, not just those that went forward to investigation, this was 
part of the agreed process and the threshold for referral of a complaint to an 
Assessment Panel.  
 
The converse argument was put that the Independent Person having to deal with 
numerous complaints on a rate of £50 for each case could lead to the allowance being 
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significantly greater than that proposed.  If agreed as the preferred option there would 
need to be an upper limit restriction on the allowance. 
 
Mr. Sperring commented that there may be potential barriers to having an attendance 
allowance system, but the Panel would be happy to reconsider and look at alternative 
options. 
 
Having heard debate Councillor Noble withdrew his amendment.  
 
An amendment was moved by Councillor Anne Dorrian and seconded by Councillor 
Aaron Spencer that  
 
A Special Responsibility Allowance of £408 per annum be introduced for the 
Independent Person(s) appointed to assist the Monitoring Officer in dealing with 
Code of Conduct complaints, with effect from 1 April 2019, and be reviewed within 
12 months.  
 
On being put to the vote the amendment was carried and became the substantive 
motion. 
 
The substantive motion was then put to the vote and it was  
 

 
RESOLVED that a Special Responsibility Allowance of £408 per annum be 
introduced for the Independent Person(s) appointed to assist the Monitoring 
Officer in dealing with Code of Conduct complaints, with effect from 1 April 2019, 
and be reviewed within 12 months.  
 

 
 
31   AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

 
Councillor Jonathan Noble introduced the confirmed minutes of the Audit and 
Governance Committee held on 22 July 2019 highlighting the key matters considered by 
the Committee. 
 
It was moved by Councillor Jonathan Noble, seconded by Councillor George 
Cornah and   
 

 
RESOLVED that the confirmed minutes of the meeting of the Audit and 
Governance Committee held on 22 July 2019 be received.  
 

 
32   TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME REFRESH 

 
The Leader of the Council introduced a report setting out proposals for a refresh of the 
Council’s Transformation Programme (TP) to meet the challenges of the projected 
budget position for the period 2020/21 to 2023/24 and the requirement to make net 
budget savings of almost £1m. 
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The report stated that the Council’s Transformation Programme had been in place for a 
number of years which had helped to identify and deliver projects designed to improve 
performance and make financial savings to meet the challenges of reducing resources 
across the local government sector.  
 
The current programme had helped the Council reduce its annual budget by over £2.5m, 
with initiatives including the relocation of DWP and other partners, Parish Councils / 
BTAC support and sharing services. 
 
The current Transformation Programme was scheduled until the end of the current 
financial year in line with the government’s four year settlement deal.  Therefore it was 
the appropriate time to consider a refresh of the programme. 
 
A draft of the proposed programme had been prepared arranged within four main 
themes:- 

 Commercialisation 

 Service Modernisation 

 Income Generation 

 Policy Changes 
 
It was highlighted that whilst the way services were organised was likely to change, the 
TP did not propose the absolute removal of any range of services currently being 
delivered. 
 
The themes would aim to build on the success of the current TP and retain the breadth 
of current services, whilst making the necessary budget decisions to balance annual 
spending plans. 
 
The projected budget gap for 2020/21 was over £0.5m rising to almost £0.9m by 
2023/24.  The indicative savings figures set out in the proposed TP refresh across the 
next four years was £1m, although it was accepted this would be refined and changed 
as more detailed work was undertaken on specific projects, and figures then 
incorporated into future budgets. 
 
The proposed programme had been subject to public consultation from 17 July until 23 
August and the responses received were set out in Appendix 2 of the report.  
 
The report had been considered by the Overview and Scrutiny Corporate and 
Community Committee on 5 September 2019 and the Chairman of the committee, 
Councillor Stephen Woodliffe, addressed Cabinet at its meeting on 11 September to 
present the scrutiny committee’s recommendations on the report.  
 
Councillor Woodliffe explained that the committee had discussed the range of 
transformation items at length and assured Cabinet that all Members fully understood 
the financial position that the Council was facing, appreciating that balanced budgets 
could only be achieved in 2020/21 and subsequent years by making additional savings 
and generating additional income.  
 
One area that had generated significant debate was TP-15 which included a provision to 
increase charges for garden waste collection.  The outcome was that, in addition to 
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recommending that Cabinet refer the refreshed transformation programme, as 
presented in the report, to full Council for adoption, a specific additional 
recommendation be included that garden waste fees for 2020/21 be increased to £45 for 
the first bin and £20 for all additional bins at the earliest opportunity as the bills for 
2020/21 would be issued to customers before the Council had agreed the 2020/21 
budget.  If the increase was not introduced before February, the additional income 
proposed by TP15 would not be realised until 2021/22. 
 
The Cabinet welcomed the contribution from the scrutiny committee and thanked 
Councillor Woodliffe and the members of the Corporate and Community Committee for 
their careful consideration of the issues relating to the Transformation Programme and 
resolved to refer the recommendations to full Council for approval. 
 
The comments from Cabinet were echoed by Council, citing that the process had been 
an excellent example of scrutiny and executive working together to deliver the best 
services for the benefit of the Borough and its residents.  
 
Concern was expressed regarding the low level of consultation responses and the 
comments made as there appeared to be a lack of understanding of the Council’s 
functions and responsibilities.   It was suggested that the process for consultation should 
be reviewed as a scrutiny project.  
 
In summing up Councillor Spencer commented that engaging with the public for 
consultation purposes was difficult and not assisted by unhelpful or irrelevant posts 
being made on social media.   The Peer Review Challenge had highlighted the need for 
the Council to communicate effectively and this would be taken forward with the support 
of the Local Government Association.  
 
It was moved by Councillor Aaron Spencer, seconded by Councillor Peter Bedford 
and  
 

RESOLVED 
 
1. That the proposed Transformation Programme be approved. 
 
2. That, due to the need to secure approval prior to the formal 2020/21 budget 

setting process and in advance of the commencement of the 2020/21 
collection season, the charge for Garden Waste collection be increased for 
the 2020/21 growing season to £45 for the first bin and £20 for all additional 
bins. 

 
33   APPOINTMENT OF PARISH COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES TO THE 

STANDARDS SUB COMMITTEE 
 

The Monitoring Officer introduced a report seeking consideration of the appointment of 
Parish Council representatives to the Standards Sub Committee in accordance with the 
Terms of Reference for the Sub Committee agreed by Council on 21 January 2019.  
 
The report stated that co-opted parish representatives would participate in the 
consideration of business presented to the sub committee, but would not have a vote. 
They would also have a role to play in respect of misconduct complaints against parish 
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councillors, as it was a specific requirement for at least one parish member to be 
present when code of conduct allegations relating to parish councillors were being 
considered.  
 
It was moved by Councillor Jonathan Noble, seconded by Councillor George 
Cornah and  
 
 

 
RESOLVED that 
 
1. Councillor Chris Cropley of Fosdyke Parish Council be appointed as a Parish 

Councillor representative to the Standards Sub Committee until May 2023.  
 

2. Mrs. Belinda Buttery, Clerk to Kirton Parish Council, be appointed as the Parish 
Clerk representative to the Standards Sub Committee until May 2023. 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

(The meeting ended at 7.55 pm) 
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16 DECEMBER 2019

To receive the confirmed minutes of the

meeting of the Audit and Governance

Committee held on 16th September 2019.
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AUDIT & GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 16 September 2019

Present: Councillor Jonathan Noble (Chairman), Councillor Tom Ashton (Vice-
Chairman), Councillors Richard Austin BEM, George Cornah, Anton Dani, Anne Dorrian,
Stephen Woodliffe and Mr Alan Pickering

Officers –
Chief Finance Officer and S151 Officer, Transformation & Governance Manager,
Principal Auditor (City of Lincoln Council), Manager – Public Sector, Mazars and Senior
Democratic Services Officer

19 MINUTES

The minutes of the Committee’s last meeting, held on 22nd July 2019, were agreed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman.  Hard copy of the information requested at
the last meeting, relating to Internal Audit recommendations where the deadlines had
been extended, (Minute 17 refers), had been circulated.

Action: JC
Obtain information from the relevant authority for Councillor Dani regarding the number
of prosecutions of licensed premises selling illegal cigarettes and alcohol.

20 ANNUAL AUDIT LETTER- YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2019

Jon Machej, Engagement Manager, Mazars, presented the Annual Audit Letter, which
summarised the key findings from the audit work undertaken by Mazars for the year
ending 31st March 2019.

The letter was addressed to the Council, but was designed to be read by the public and
other external stakeholders.

In response to questions, Mr Machej explained that WGA stood for Whole of
Government Accounts and that these would be consolidated into the UK accounts.

A Member referred to the Council’s investment in property funds and expressed the view
that Committee Members would require further training in order to properly question the
fund managers when they came to give presentations to the Committee.

For clarification of the details regarding the investment, it was explained that the
assumption was that the Council would benefit from an average net return, after
borrowing costs, equating to £1,720,000 per year over the proposed 50-year term.
These figures were based on information provided by officers in accordance with the
Council’s Capital Strategy agreed in April 2018.

It was confirmed that the Council’s pension liability had increased by £0.8m to
approximately £38m.

A Member suggested that, as the document was aimed at the public, it would be useful
for it to contain a glossary of terms.
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Audit & Governance Committee
16 September 2019

Action: JM
Incorporate a glossary of terms in the Annual Audit Letter in 2020.

Action: PJ
E-mail the link to the Capital Strategy of April 2018 to Councillor Dani.

21 QUARTER 1 RISK REPORT

The Transformation & Governance Manager presented a report containing risk
management guidance and an update on risks in Quarter 1 (April to June 2019). The
Council’s risk management strategy was attached at Appendix A.

Strategic risks were monitored each quarter, i.e. those risks that could impact most on
the achievement of the Council’s corporate priorities as set out in the current Corporate
Plan – Prosperity; People; Place; Public Service.  There were no new strategic risks to
report in Quarter 1.  The two highest risks for Quarter 1 remained housing and budget.

The report summarised the strategic risks with additional details contained in Appendix
B and full details at Appendix C for training purposes.

The strategic risks for 2019/20 and the risk management framework would be reviewed
alongside the development of the next Corporate Plan.

The operational risks for 2019/20 had been reviewed by service managers as part of
service planning for 2019/20 and a summary was set out in the report.

Members discussed issues relating to the risk of fluvial as well as tidal flooding and the
uncertainty of the effects of Brexit.

In response to questions, it was explained that Alfresco was the Council’s document
management system, enabling all documents to be held in one place.  It was anticipated
that Climate Change would be considered in terms of risk as part of the review of the
framework and the development of the next Corporate Plan. The housing delivery
actions given in the details of the housing risk in the strategic risks in Appendix B were
contained within the existing Housing Strategy.

A query was raised with respect to the table that set out the scoring of the likelihood and
impact of risks.  The Chief Finance Officer explained that the aim of this guide was to
enable risks to be prioritised and managed accordingly.  The bar to separate the impact
of risks into ‘negligible’ and ‘minor’ impact had to be set at some point and allow the
risks to be evenly spread throughout the scoring.  The figures had to be set in context
against the value of the Council’s assets and expenditure, though the Council would not
want to lose any sum.

The risk management strategy document and the Transformation & Governance
Manager’s presentation were commended.

Action: SR
1. Advise Members of the reasons for the Crematorium being rated as high risk.
2. Amend the typographical error on page 5 of the Risk Management Framework
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Audit & Governance Committee
16 September 2019

22 INTERNAL AUDIT- PROGRESS REPORT 2019/20

The Principal Auditor presented the Internal Audit Progress Report.

There were five audits in progress:
· ICT Assurance map
· Medium Term Financial Strategy
· Debtors Key Controls
· Creditors Key Controls
· Scrutiny

The Principal Auditor advised Members that it was anticipated the Health and Safety
Audit would be reported to the Committee’s next meeting.

Management were making good progress with implementing the recommendations from
the Homelessness audit and an information sheet with further details was circulated to
the meeting.

Due to management scheduling, more audits would be completed during the second
half of year than during the first.  All audits planned for Quarter 2 were on track.

During debate, a Member referred to the value of attending meetings of the Audit
Committee Forum and urged Members to attend the meeting arranged for 1st October
2019.

Members discussed the issue of cash-handling with respect to market income and it was
suggested that the system should be converted to a non-cash system.

The Chief Finance Officer confirmed that there had been liaison with the Head of
Service on this matter and efforts had been made to do so.  However, it would be
difficult to change the system as the service was fundamentally cash-based and traders
were more comfortable with it.  Also, some traders were casual and would not wish to
pay in advance when they were not sure they would operate on a particular day.

A Member commented that continuing with the cash system would be preferable to
deterring traders.

Action: PB
Amend the omission in the Limited Assurance Definition of Appendix 2.

23 WORK PROGRAMME

Members recognised the importance of their role in questioning the fund managers, as
the property funds were the Council’s largest investment.  Some felt further training
would be crucial; however, it was suggested that the fund managers could address the
Committee in turn at future meetings and Members would learn from each session.  It
was suggested the property fund managers could attend quarterly.
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Audit & Governance Committee
16 September 2019

The Chief Finance Officer advised Members that the Capital Strategy, agreed in April
2018, had anticipated inviting property fund managers to address the Committee, but
this had been delayed due to the May Elections and Link Asset Services had presented
to Members of the Committee prior to this meeting.  The property funds were a long-
term investment and the role of the Committee was to monitor the performance of the
property funds over the medium to long-term; therefore, Members would get to know the
fund managers over time.  Members could receive presentations from, say, two fund
managers and then identify areas for further training.  In the meantime, Members were
reminded that they could contact the Chief Finance Officer if there were any issues they
were unclear about.

Action: JC
Add a presentation by a property fund manager to the agenda for the meetings in
November and January, subject to their availability.

The Meeting ended at 7.35 pm
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REPORT TO: COUNCIL

DATE: 16 DECEMBER 2019

SUBJECT: COUNCIL TAX SUPPORT SCHEME – 2020/21

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: AARON SPENCER – LEADER & FINANCE PORTFOLIO
HOLDER

REPORT AUTHOR: COUNCIL TAX AND BENEFITS MANAGER

EXEMPT REPORT? No

SUMMARY

As part of the Council Tax Support Regulations and budget setting process, the Council is
required to review and approve its local scheme by 31 January each year.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That Council approve the Council Tax Support Scheme be continued for 2020/21 on the
basis of the 2019/20 scheme with no change to the core areas of the scheme of protection
for pensioners; cap of 75% entitlement for working age claimants and protection for
working age claimants in receipt of a war pension, but that the following changes be made
to all those in receipt of Council Tax Support (CTS):-

· Social security benefits are uprated in-line with the Department for Work and
Pensions up-rating for working age claimants and with the Ministry for Housing,
Communities and Local Government for pension age claimants;

· Working age non-dependant deductions are up-rated using the Ministry for Housing,
Communities and Local Government up-rating for pensioners to ensure consistency
between the two groups.

2. That authority for final wording of the scheme be delegated to the Section 151
Officer.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

In line with the Council Tax Reduction Scheme regulations 2013, to approve the Council’s
scheme for 2020/21.

B   O   S   T   O   N
B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

To not undertake a review.

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 As part of the Government’s programme of welfare reform, the previous Council Tax
Benefit scheme was replaced by localised support arrangements for Council Tax from
2013/14, with Government grant support reduced by 10%. From April 2013, Councils
have been required to establish local Council Tax Support (CTS) schemes. The
support is in the form of a discount applied to the Council Tax demand notice.

1.2 The Welfare Reform Act also contains provisions regarding the introduction of
Universal Credit, which impacts on the future administration of Housing Benefit.
There continues to be a phased approach to the introduction of a new single welfare
credit. Universal Credit roll-out for the Boston area began in April 2015. Universal
Credit full service was rolled out in the Boston area on the 12 September 2018 for
new claims only; migration of existing claims is not due to be complete until at least
2023.

1.3 The 2013/14 introduction of council tax support was accompanied by a cash-limited
government grant to councils, which was taken into account in setting the Council
Tax Base and when forming the first year’s CTS local scheme.

1.4 Whilst the new regulations provided councils with flexibility to set up their own local
arrangements, the Government expressed clear intentions in relation to certain
aspects of a local scheme. These included:

• For pensioners there should be no change in the level of awards as a result
of this reform. This includes both existing and new benefit claimants.
• Councils were required to also consider ensuring support for other vulnerable
groups
• Local schemes should support work incentives, and in particular avoid
disincentives to move into work.

1.5 The Government expects that Councils should continue to have a significant degree
of control over how expenditure on the current council tax support bill is achieved.
This includes freedom to collaborate to reduce costs, develop schemes that support
priorities that are shared by a number of neighbouring authorities and the ability to
manage financial risks.

1.6 At the time of setting up Boston’s local scheme, the CTB caseload was made up in
the following way –

Table 1 - Profile of Council Tax Benefit customers (as at July 2012)

Number Percentage CTB expenditure
Working Age 3,194 49.95%
Pensioners 3,187 50.05%
Total 6,381 100% £4,889,578*
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*Estimated full year expenditure. A breakdown of working age and pension age expenditure is
not available.

1.7 During each year the levels of CTS as well as caseloads fluctuate and it is only at
the end of a financial year that we can be assured of the total expenditure incurred.
Pensioner caseloads tend to attract higher levels of awards than those of working
age. This is due to factors such as higher levels of income, non-dependents in the
household and generally going on and off benefits in the working age claimant
group.

2 BOSTON’S LOCAL SCHEME

2.1 Since 2013 the Council’s local scheme has used a number of principles:-

Ø Protecting the most vulnerable – pension-age and war pensioners
Ø A means-testing scheme based on the Council Tax Benefit rules as far as possible
Ø The scheme will be reviewed annually
Ø Protect war pensioners from reductions in support
Ø Maximum entitlement capped at 75% of Council Tax liability

2.2 The review of the scheme for 2019/20 identified that the projected costs were
contained within the budgeted resources. A similar scheme to previous years, with
up ratings in line with the Government for specific deductions, was approved for the
current year.

3 CURRENT SCHEME FIGURES

3.1 As at 31 March 2019, the caseload and spend was as follows –

Number Percentage CTS expenditure
Working Age 2,470 51.06% £1,585,918
Pensioners 2,367 48.94% £2,119,732
Total 4,837 100% £3,705,651

3.2 The outturn position for 2018/19 was a 3% increase to the direct costs of the council
tax support scheme when compared to 2017/18. There was a reduction in the
caseload of 0.98%. This is in part due to the increase in council tax with the additional
2% for Adult Social Care and the introduction of universal credit. The cost of the
scheme is borne by the major preceptors (LCC, LPCC & BBC) in proportion to their
precepts. The cost to this Council is therefore approximately 11% of the total cost.

3.3 As at 31 July 2019, the caseload and spend so far for 2019/20 was as follows –

Number Percentage CTS expenditure
Working Age 2,465 51.08% £1,687,970
Pensioners 2,360 48.91% £2,200,808
Total 4,825 100% £3,888,788**
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** This figure fluctuates in year with caseload changes and final expenditure will not be
determined until 31 March 2020. This cost is higher than March 2019 due to this year’s
council tax precept increases.

4. PROPOSALS FOR THE 2020/21 COUNCIL TAX SUPPORT SCHEME

4.1 When approving the 2018/19 CTS scheme, it was proposed that a fundamental
review of the scheme would not be undertaken until the roll out of Universal Credit
had taken place, currently estimated at 2023. This should allow sufficient evidence to
determine the ongoing impacts.

The delays have also had a knock-on impact for the pensioner caseload and there
will not be any changes to their housing costs being paid for from Housing Benefit
until after March 2022.

On this basis, the 2020/21 CTS scheme was consulted on as follows.

Option 1

Continuation of the current scheme, as it is, with a ‘no change’ approach.

With uprating of the amounts used in the calculation of Council Tax Support for
claimants in line with Department for Work and Pensions and Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government upratings for working age social security
benefits and non-dependant deductions.

This option would maintain a consistent approach to Boston’s CTS scheme since its
introduction in 2013/14.  It continues to recognise the additional needs of the
vulnerable through the approach to its calculation.

Any further reduction in the grant funding or increase in CTS awards would need to
be found from other budget areas or service cuts. Any consultation process should
include this as an option with views on how or what services should be affected.

Option 2

Continuation of 2019/20 scheme, but not apply any upratings. This would            make
our scheme out of line with nationally calculated figures.

Any further reduction in the grant funding or increase in CTS awards would need to
be found from other budget areas or service cuts. Any consultation process
undertaken should include this as an option with views on how or what services
should be affected.

5. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

5.1 The Council is required to consult with major preceptors and the public in terms of
any scheme changes.  Any consultation should run for a reasonable period of time,
and the responses to the consultation were made available to members, and
ultimately Council, as part of the decision making process.
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5.2 The financial risk of the localised scheme is shared with Lincolnshire County Council
and the Police and Crime Commissioner for Lincolnshire, as our major precepting
authorities. No adverse comments were received from either of the major preceptors.
Unlike Council Tax Benefit, which was a fully funded scheme, Council Tax Support
is now a local discount, and has the effect of reducing the council tax base.

5.3 The final decision regarding the scheme design rests with this Council.

6. DECISION MAKING AND CONSULTATION

In order to ensure that the 2020/21 localised CTS scheme is implemented for April
2020, the following timetable of consultation and decision making was followed:-

Consultation to include major preceptors,
other interested parties, and Corporate and
Community (C & C) Committee

September - October 2019

Analyse consultation responses October 2019
C & C Committee
Cabinet
To recommend to Council the 2020/21 Local
Council Tax Support Scheme

16 October 2019
23 October 2019

Council formally approves final 2020/21 Local
Council Tax Support scheme

16 December 2019

Notification of approved new scheme to those
affected, if required

January 2020

Implementation of new scheme 1 April 2020

7. CONSULTATION RESPONSES

7.1 Public consultation ran from 19 September to 11 October 2019. The survey was
published on the Council’s website and social media sites.  An article was also placed
in the Boston Bulletin.  A copy of the survey and press release was circulated to all
Parish Councils and made available at customer services in the Municipal Buildings.
Thirty-seven responses were received, with the overall situation being -

· 71% strongly agree or agree with the proposal to continue the Council
Tax Support scheme as it is.

· 62% strongly agree or agree with the proposal to continue with the
current scheme is fair and provides supports to those most vulnerable.

7.2 The report was considered by the Corporate and Community Committee on 16
October 2019 and by Cabinet on 23 October 2019, both had recommended that
Option One, a continuation of the current scheme with upratings applied, should be
referred to Council for final approval.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The impacts upon the Council’s budgets of the preferred option, once Council approval
has been given, will be included in the 2020/21 Budget and Medium Term Financial
Strategy. It is anticipated that these will be broadly in line with the costs of the current
year’s scheme.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

The Council Tax Reduction Scheme regulations 2013 require that councils review local
schemes on an annual basis.

ANY OTHER IMPLICATIONS

An equality impact assessment will be undertaken as any specific proposals for
amending the scheme going forward are considered.

APPENDICES
None

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Background papers used in the production of this report are listed below: -

None

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT

Corporate and Community Committee - 16 October 2019

Cabinet – 23 October 2019
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FINANCE PROFORMA

BOSTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
PROFORMA FOR EXECUTIVE APPROVAL OF THE RELEASE OF RESOURCES
(CAPITAL AND REVENUE BUDGETS)

FROM:

THIS PROFORMA PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED

REPORT:
REPORT DATE:

£ Year 1 £ Year 2 £ Year 3 £ Year 4 £ Year 5
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Revenue

Total Revenue
Cost

Funding required: Considered by: Date:
Total capital cost £0 Corporate &

Community Committee

Cabinet

16 Oct
2019

23 Oct
2019

Revenue cost £0

Financial Services Comments

There are no financial implications arising at this stage. The approved 2020/21 CTS scheme will be
included in the 2020/21 Budget and Medium Term Financial Strategy.

Risk

That future caseload increases, and/or that impacts of wider Welfare Reform measures accrue, and
additional costs are incurred.

Procurement

n/a

Value for Money Efficiency

n/a

This FP is valid for 3 months
from FP date

If this FP is no longer required please
advise Finance

If there are changes to the original report
it may invalidate this document, it must be
reviewed by Finance.
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REPORT TO: COUNCIL 

DATE: 16 DECEMBER 2019  

SUBJECT: APPOINTMENT OF PARISH COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE TO 
THE STANDARDS SUB COMMITTEE  

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: N/A 

REPORT AUTHOR: MONITORING OFFICER 

EXEMPT REPORT: NO 

 

SUMMARY 
 
To consider the appointment of an additional Parish Council representatives to the 
Standards Sub Committee in accordance with the Terms of Reference for the Sub 
Committee agreed by Council on 21 January 2019.  
 
The co-opted parish members have no voting rights and are appointed for a period of four 
years, coinciding with councillors term of office (2019 to 2023).   
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
That Councillor Julian Crouch of Old Leake Parish Council be appointed as a Parish 
Councillor representative to the Standards Sub Committee until May 2023.  
 
 

 
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
To meet the Terms of Reference for the Standards Sub Committee and ensure parish 
representation on the Sub Committee and for dealing with Code of Conduct allegations 
against Parish Councillors.  
 
 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 
None. 
 

 
 
 
 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  
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1. Background 
 
1.1 On 21 January 2019 full Council approved the establishment of a Standards Sub 

Committee following a review of the current Code of Conduct arrangements by a 
cross party working group.  
 

1.2 The membership of the Sub Committee includes provision for representation from 
Parish Councils by virtue of two parish councillors and one parish council clerk, to 
recognise the authority’s responsibility for the conduct of parish councillors. 

 
1.3 Co-opted parish members will participate in the consideration of business presented 

to the Standards Sub Committee, although they will not have a vote.  They also 
have a role to play in respect of misconduct complaints against parish councillors, 
specifically a requirement for at least one parish member being present when 
misconduct complaints regarding members of parish councils are being considered.  

 
1.4 Parish members will be appointed by full Council for a four year term coinciding with 

their term of office, 2019 – May 2023. 
 

2. Appointment of Parish Council Representative  
 
2.1 Following the local elections on 2 May 2019, expressions of interest were sought 

from Parish Councillors and Parish Clerks in serving on the Sub Committee.  
 
2.2 At the meeting of full Council on 30 September it was agreed to appoint Councillor 

Chris Cropley, a member of Fosdyke Parish Council, and Mrs. Belinda Buttery, 
Parish Clerk to Kirton Parish Council, as Parish Council representatives to the 
Standards Sub Committee.  

 
2.3 Since that time a further expression of interest has been received from Councillor 

Julian Crouch of Old Leake Parish Council, who is recommended to full Council for 
appointment as parish council representatives on the Standards Sub Committee.   

 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
None. 
 

 
 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
Although there is no statutory requirement for the Council to co-opt parish members to its 
Standards Sub Committee, the committee’s terms of reference makes provision for two 
parish councillors and one parish clerk within its membership.  Parish council 
representatives will serve on assessment panels and hearing panels where the complaint 
relates to the conduct of a parish councillor.  
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ANY OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 
The Equality Act 2010 introduced the Public Sector Equality Duty. This duty applies to the 
exercise of all public functions. The duty applies to all of the decisions made in the course 
of exercising public functions, not just to policy development and high-level decision-
making.   
 

 
CONSULTATION 
 
None.  
 

APPENDICES 
 
None.  
 

 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were 
used in the production of this report.  
 

 
 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
 

 
A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body.  
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REPORT TO: COUNCIL 

DATE: 16 DECEMBER 2019 

SUBJECT: EXECUTIVE / SCRUTINY PROTOCOL 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: N/A 

REPORT AUTHOR: CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

EXEMPT REPORT? NO 

 

 

SUMMARY 
 
To consider adopting an Executive / Scrutiny Protocol to clarify the relationship between 
the Executive and Overview and Scrutiny, help ensure the smooth conduct of Overview 
and Scrutiny business and encourage effective communication between the two arms of 
the Council, whilst respecting their distinct rights, roles and responsibilities. 
 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That the Executive / Scrutiny Protocol, as set out in Appendix 1, be adopted as an 
addition to the Council’s Constitution. 
 
 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
To provide clarity on the working relationship between Executive and Overview and 
Scrutiny as recommended in the Statutory Guidance on Overview and Scrutiny in Local 
and Combined authorities. 
 
 

 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 
Not to adopt the protocol. 
 
 

 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  
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REPORT 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 In May 2019 the Government published revised Statutory Guidance on Overview 

and Scrutiny in Local and Combined Authorities in response to recommendations 
from a Select Committee Inquiry to take into account the evolving role of Scrutiny. 

 
1.2 The Centre for Public Scrutiny, a national centre of expertise on scrutiny, assisted 

in drafting the new guidance and has published an update to their Good Scrutiny 
Guide which has been written to complement the statutory guidance.  

 
2. Executive / Scrutiny Protocol 
 
2.1 One of the recommendations contained within the Statutory Guidance is that 

authorities should consider adopting an ‘executive /scrutiny protocol’ stating: 
 

‘It is the job of both the executive and scrutiny to work together to reduce the risk of 
disagreement and authorities should take steps to predict, identify and act on 
disagreement. 
 
One way in which this can be done is via an ‘executive-scrutiny protocol’ which can 
help define the relationship between the two and mitigate any differences of opinion 
before they manifest themselves in unhelpful and unproductive ways.’  

 
2.2 Managing disagreement effectively relies on the healthy overview and scrutiny 

executive relationship more generally, based on the agreed principles of good 
scrutiny. 

 
2.3 Members are always advised that scrutiny should be apolitical, to keep an open 

mind, examine the relevant evidence and take into account officer advice and the 
views of stakeholders when making recommendations.  

 
2.4 The Council has a well-established culture in which overview and scrutiny is an 

integral part of decision making, but there is not a formal Executive /Scrutiny 
Protocol in place.  

 
2.5 A draft protocol is attached at Appendix 1, which aims to clarify relationships 

between Executive and Scrutiny, help ensure the smooth conduct of overview and 
scrutiny business and encourage effective communication between the two. 

 
2.6 The draft Protocol was considered by the Corporate and Community Committee at 

its meeting on 16 October 2019 and recommended for adoption.  The Environment 
and Performance Committee considered the draft protocol at its meeting on 5 
November 2019 and recommended for adoption, subject to section 3.3 of the 
protocol being amended to read as follows: 

The Executive will be required to consider any recommendation or views 
expressed by the Scrutiny Committees and to take such action it sees fit.  Where 
any decision taken by the Executive is not in accordance with advice provided by 
the Committees, the relevant Cabinet Member should be prepared to shall attend 
the following meeting of the committee and provide an explanation of the reasons 
for that decision.   
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2.7 Cabinet considered the draft Protocol at its meeting on 4 December and proposed 
further amendments to paragraph 3.3 and 6.1 to ensure flexibility of representation 
and consistency in approach:-  

 
 3.3 The Executive will be required to consider any recommendations or views 

expressed by the Scrutiny Committees and to take such action it sees fit. 
The Chairman or Vice-Chairman, or if unavailable, a representative of the 
relevant scrutiny committee shall attend the Cabinet meeting to present the 
report and/or recommendations. Where any decision taken by the Executive 
is not in accordance with advice provided by the Committees, the relevant 
Cabinet Member, or if unavailable an Executive Member Colleague, should 
be prepared shall attend the following meeting of the committee to provide 
an explanation of the reasons for that decision to the Committee concerned.  

 
6.1 Cabinet Members will normally be expected be invited in writing to attend 

meetings of the Scrutiny Committees when reports were being considered 
relevant to their Portfolio responsibilities, for the purposes of being held to 
account in relation to decisions taken and to answer questions in relation to 
proposed decisions. 

  
2.8 The draft Protocol attached at Appendix 1 has been updated to take account of the 

proposed revisions.  
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
None. 
 

 

LEGAL & EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
The statutory guidance has been issued under Section 9Q of the Local Government Act 
2000 and under paragraph 2(9) of Schedule 5A to the Local Democracy, Economic 
Development and construction Act 2009, which requires local authorities to have regard to 
the guidance.  In addition, when exercising its overview and scrutiny functions, the 
Council may have regard to other material they might choose to consider, including that 
issued by the Centre for Public Scrutiny.  
 

 

ANY OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 
If the Council is assessed as having failed to comply with the statutory guidance it could 
impact on the reputation of the scrutiny function and the reputation of the Council.  
 

 
CONSULTATION 
 
CMT 
Overview and Scrutiny Committees 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 
 

APPENIDX 1 Executive / Scrutiny Protocol 
 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Background papers used in the production of this report are listed below: - 
 

Document title Where the document can be viewed 
 

Statutory Guidance on Overview 
and Scrutiny in Local and 
combined Authorities 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/overview-
and-scrutiny-statutory-guidance-for-councils-and-
combined-authorities 
 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
 

 
Corporate and Community Committee – 16 October 

Environment and Performance Committee – 5 November 2019  

Cabinet – 4 December 2019 
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EXECUTIVE / SCRUTINY  

PROTOCOL  
 
 
 
 
  

APPENDIX 1 
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Protocol on Cabinet – Overview and Scrutiny Relations 
 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 The aim of the protocol is not intended to change the respective constitutional 

positions, roles or responsibilities of either the Cabinet or the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committees.   

 
1.2 It is to clarify relationships between the two and help ensure the smooth 

conduct of overview and scrutiny business and encourage effective 
communication between overview and scrutiny and the Cabinet.  

 
1.3 This Protocol applies to all Members of the Overview and Scrutiny 

Committees, any Member who may sit on a Scrutiny Task and Finish Group, 
Working Group or Inquiry Session and all Members of the Executive 
(comprising the Leader and the various Cabinet Members).   

 
1.4 It provides guidance on the way in which both types of Members interact to 

enable the Authority to carry out the Overview and Scrutiny function.  The 
Protocol also outlines the framework and procedures underpinning the 
operation of scrutiny and provides guidance on role of officers who support 
this process.  

 
1.5 The key responsibilities of overview and scrutiny at the Council are to: 
 

o Hold the Cabinet and Corporate Management Team to account for 
their decisions; 

 
o Review Council policy, the way policies are implemented and their 

impact on local people; 
 

o Scrutinise decisions before they are made and before they are 
implemented; and  

 
o Contribute to the development of policy by investigating issues of local 

concern and making recommendations to the Cabinet (and Council’s 
partners). 

 
2. Objectives 
 
2.1 To enable Overview and Scrutiny Members, Officers and Cabinet Members to 

fully understand their powers, roles and responsibilities in relation to the 
Overview and Scrutiny function, so as to maximise their personal 
effectiveness.  

 
2.2 To establish a positive framework and the necessary procedures to enable 

scrutiny to work effectively.  
 
2.3 To promote an ethos of mutual respect, trust and courtesy in the 

interrelationships between Scrutiny Members and Cabinet Members and to 
foster a climate of openness leading to constructive debate, with a view to 
ensuring service improvements.  
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2.4 To create a culture of holding the Executive to account on behalf of the 
electorate, by monitoring the effectiveness of the Council’s policies and 
through the regular review of its performance in relation to service delivery.  

 
2.5 To define and clarify the role of the Executive as an integral component of the 

scrutiny process.  
 
3. Holding the Executive to Account 

3.1 One of the underpinning principles of Overview and Scrutiny is the ability of 
non-Executive Members to hold the Executive to account. A key method of 
ensuring accountability is through critically and routinely considering the 
performance and decisions taken by the Executive.  

 
3.2 To facilitate this approach, the Scrutiny Committees may challenge the 

Executive about decisions, which it has taken collectively, or Officer Key 
Decisions. The Scrutiny Committees may also consider any relevant 
performance information in respect of the delivery of services. In addition, the 
Committee may query or make recommendations in relation to decisions 
which the Executive is proposing to take, as set out in the Forward Plan.  

 
3.3     The Executive will be required to consider any recommendations or views 

expressed by the Scrutiny Committees and to take such action it sees fit. The 
Chairman or Vice-Chairman, or if unavailable, a representative of the relevant 
scrutiny committee shall attend the Cabinet meeting to present the report 
and/or recommendations. Where any decision taken by the Executive is not in 
accordance with advice provided by the Committees, the relevant Cabinet 
Member, or if unavailable an Executive Member Colleague, shall attend the 
following meeting of the committee to provide an explanation of the reasons 
for that decision to the Committee concerned.  

 
4. Powers of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees 
 
4.1 Section 3 of Part 3 (Responsibility for Functions) of the Council’s Constitution, 

sets out the relevant powers of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees, which 
include:-  

 
o The power to review or scrutinise decisions made, or other actions 

taken, in connection with the discharge of Executive functions;  
 

o The power to make reports or recommendations to the Executive with 
respect to the discharge of any Executive functions;  

 
o The power to assist the Council and the Executive in the development 

of the policy framework and budget, subject to the limitations set out in 
the Budget and Policy Framework Procedure Rules; and  

 
o The power to require Members of the Executive to attend before it to 

answer questions. 
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5. Overview and Scrutiny Committee Agendas 
 
5.1 The agenda of each Scrutiny Committee meeting will include an item on the 

Committee’s Work Plan to enable the Committee’s priorities for scrutiny for 
the remainder of the Municipal Year to be included and prioritised.  

 
5.2 The Cabinet Member may be invited to comment on the Committee’s 

proposed priorities within the Work Plan to inform the selection process and to 
undertake a co-ordinating role by providing advice to the Committee about 
any potential conflict between proposed scrutiny topics and areas of planned 
policy development.  

 
5.3 The Cabinet Member may also advise the Committee about instances where 

it may be requested by the Executive to assist in policy development.  
Members may at any time propose items for inclusion in the Committee’s 
Work Plan. Such topics may include not only Council Services, but also any 
relevant item, which affects the Borough or its residents.  

 
5.4 The agendas of the Scrutiny Committees will include quarterly performance 

monitoring information at relevant times during the municipal year.  The 
purpose of this item is to assist Members to monitor the recent performance of 
services within its remit against key targets and to make recommendations or 
to implement a more detailed scrutiny review in relation to those areas of 
identified weakness. 

 
6. Attendance by Executive Members at Scrutiny Committees  

(including ‘Call-In’ meetings) 
 
6.1 Cabinet Members will normally be expected to attend meetings of the Scrutiny 

Committees, for the purposes of being held to account in relation to decisions 
taken and to answer questions in relation to proposed decisions.  

 
6.2 Cabinet Members are encouraged to avail themselves of every opportunity to 

gauge the views of non-Executive Members on any issues falling within their 
remit.  A close working relationship and an open exchange of views will be of 
particular importance to the Cabinet Member and Scrutiny Members, where 
consideration is being given to the development of the Council’s budget or 
policy framework.  

 
6.3 Cabinet Members will normally be expected to attend any meeting of a 

Scrutiny Committee at which it is intended to consider a Call-In request in 
relation to his/her area of responsibility.  

 
6.4 At Call-In meetings, the purpose of the Cabinet Member’s attendance is to 

answer questions of fact and not to present the item. Cabinet Members need 
to be careful not to be drawn into the debate, so as to avoid any possible 
allegations of becoming involved in the scrutiny of their own decisions which 
may bring them into conflict with the Code of Conduct. It is therefore important 
to draw the distinction between answering questions of fact and becoming 
involved in the Committee debate into the issue in question. 

 
6.5 Unless there are extenuating circumstances, the relevant Cabinet Member 

should always attend a Call-In meeting. It is accepted however that Officers 
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are often better placed to present greater detailed information that led up to 
the decision and this is deemed to be acceptable although it should always be 
the decision maker that is held to account. 

 

6.6 The following procedure should take place at Call-In meetings: 
 

 The Members who called in the decision should speak first. 
 

 The Chairman would then invite the Cabinet Member (decision maker) to 
respond. 

 

 The Committee can then ask questions of the decision maker who may 
ask a relevant officer to supply further information if necessary. 

 

 The Committee debates the issue and votes on the outcome. 
 
6.7 In the event of a situation where the relevant Cabinet Member cannot attend a 

Call-In meeting, the Leader of the Council or Deputy Leader should attend in 
their absence. In the event of both the Leader and Deputy Leader being 
unavailable, they should nominate another Cabinet Member to attend and be 
accountable for the decision. 

 
7. Ethos of the Meeting  
 
7.1 All Members should promote an atmosphere of openness at Scrutiny 

Committee meetings and should strive to ensure that questioning and debate 
takes place within a climate of mutual respect and trust between Scrutiny 
Committee Members, the Cabinet Member and other participants.  

 
7.2 Scrutiny Committee Members should be prepared to ask searching questions 

of Cabinet Members, who in turn should be willing to respond to any question 
put. It should however be stated that Scrutiny Committee Members should be 
aware of and show an understanding of the fact that Cabinet Members may 
not be in a position to answer every question immediately or in detail.  

 
7.3 Cabinet Members should, in so far as possible, anticipate and be prepared to 

answer questions on decisions taken, or proposed to be taken, which fall 
within their remit. Cabinet Members should also value the contribution of 
Scrutiny Committee Members who raise questions under these headings and 
respond in an appropriate and professional manner.  

 
7.4 Cabinet Members should normally be authorised by the Committee to speak 

upon any item on the agenda which falls into their portfolio area of 
responsibility and may at any time offer to assist the Scrutiny Committee by 
the provision of factual information or advice in relation to the matters under 
discussion.  

 
7.5 The Chairman of the meeting shall at all times ensure that the conduct of the 

meeting shall be fair and that all participants are treated courteously.  
 
7.6 The Chairman, supported by the officers, should provide leadership and 

guidance to the Committee on all scrutiny matters and should promote the 
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Committee’s role to improve services and monitor the effectiveness of Council 
policies.  

 

8. Supporting Overview and Scrutiny Reviews 
 
8.1 These are reports with recommendation that have resulted from the work of a 

Task and Finish Group, Working Group or Inquiry Session who will have 
spent time considering background information, witness evidence, and 
formulating their recommendations. 

 
8.2 The Chairman or Vice-Chairman of the parent scrutiny committee will be 

invited to present the final report at a Cabinet meeting. 
 

The Cabinet can expect a report that: 
 

o Has clear, concise recommendations; 
 

o Identifies potential areas for improvement; and  
 

o Highlights implications including financial, legal, equality, policy, of the 
recommendations and where possible identify solutions as appropriate.  

 
8.3 The relevant Portfolio Holder(s) can assist the review in a number of ways 

including: 
 

o At the outset of the review, when the Task and Finish Group is 
considering the scope, methodology and witnesses to give evidence; 

 
o During the review when the Portfolio Holder can be invited to give 

evidence; 
 

o At the end of the review after the Task and Finish Group has produced 
the first draft of the report.  

 
8.4 During the review period the Chairman of the Task and Finish Group is 

recommended to meet with the Portfolio Holder and Officers: 
 

o To discuss the proposed scope, methodology and sources of evidence 
for the review and ascertain if the Portfolio Holder has any suggestions 
to make; 

 
o To highlight and examine areas of potential agreement or 

disagreement in relation to the report’s findings and recommendations 
to ascertain if any areas of disagreement can be resolved at the draft 
report stage, or identify if any further work needs to be done by the 
Task and Finish Group.  

 
8.5 Although this dialogue is encouraged, it is recognised that the overview and 

scrutiny committees and their Task and Finish Groups are independent of the 
Cabinet and as such agreement may not be possible on all the findings and 
conclusions in a draft report. 
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8.6 It is recognised that senior officers have a valuable role to play in the scrutiny 
process in terms of the provision of factual evidence for a review. At the 
commencement of an internal review, the Chairman of the Task and Finish 
Group will notify the relevant Head of Service who will then contribute to the 
review in terms of supplying information and helping to identify suitable 
witnesses.  

 
8.7 The Head of Service will be given the opportunity to comment and/or make 

recommendations on a completed draft report in terms of any factual errors. 
The decision as to whether to incorporate any suggested amendments will 
remain with the Task and Finish Group. 

 
8.8 The responsibility for the implementation of scrutiny recommendations that 

have been approved by the Executive will rest with the relevant Head of 
Service who will also be responsible for providing regular updates on progress 
to the Scrutiny Committee. 

 
8.9 A completed scrutiny report, together with any comments provided by Officers 

will be forwarded to the Executive who will consider whether or not to 
implement the recommendations contained within the report.  

 
8.10 If the content of a report, including any recommendations, is likely to impact 

on any external organisation, the Executive will have the opportunity to pass 
comment, including whether or not it endorses the recommendations, before 
the report is passed to the external body. 

 
9. Attendance by Officers at Scrutiny Committee and Task and Finish 

Group meetings 
 
9.1 Meetings of the Scrutiny Committees will be attended by the assigned Lead 

Officer and Heads of Service or Service Managers with responsibility for any 
agenda item under discussion. The role of the Lead Officer will be to assist 
the Committee through the provision of professional advice and to ensure 
access to relevant information and personnel.  

 
9.2 The attendance of other relevant officers at either Scrutiny Committees, Task 

and Finish Group or Working Group meetings, or Inquiry Sessions will be at 
the request of the Chairman, who will have regard to the appropriate level of 
seniority of attendees. In general the relevant officer should not be below the 
level of Service Manager.  

 
9.3 An officer in receipt of a request to attend a Scrutiny meeting should make 

reasonable efforts to do so. Where an officer is unable to attend on a 
particular date he/she should notify the Chairman or Lead Officer as soon as 
possible, in order to agree the most appropriate course of action, which may 
include the attendance of an alternative representative.  

 
9.4 Officers in attendance at Scrutiny Committee meetings should be prepared to 

assist the Cabinet Member in the provision of information to the Committee in 
response to any question raised.  
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9.5 Relevant Officers will normally be expected to attend any meeting of the 
Scrutiny Committee at which it is intended to consider a Call-In request in 
relation to his/her service area.  
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REPORT TO:  FULL COUNCIL 

DATE:    16TH DECEMBER 2019 

SUBJECT: LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION CORPORATE 
PEER CHALLENGE & ACTION PLAN 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: COUNCILLOR AARON SPENCER 

REPORT AUTHOR: CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

  

 

 

SUMMARY  
  
To consider an Action Plan resulting from the Local Government Association (LGA) 
Corporate Peer Challenge (CPC) Feedback Report received in October 2019. 
 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That Council:- 
 

(i) Agree the Action Plan; and 
(ii) Requests that progress reports will be brought to future meetings. 

 

 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The Local Government Association encourages all local authorities to undergo a 
Corporate Peer Challenge every 4-5 years.  These are designed to complement and 
add value to the Council’s own performance and improvement focus.  The 
preparation of an Action Plan to address the recommendations set out in the 
feedback report is optional.  The Action Plan will help guide the Council’s 
improvement over the next 18 months to 2 years. 
 
Progress against the Action Plan will be regularly monitored and reported.  The 
Council can request the LGA to follow up with a visit in the next 18 months to 2 years 
to assess progress against their recommendations.  
 

 

 

 

 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 
None. 
 
 

1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 The Local Government Association (LGA) offers all local authorities the 

opportunity to participate in a Corporate Peer Challenge (CPC) every 4 years 
or so as part of its sector-led improvement programme. 
 

1.2 The Council’s CPC took place between 10-12 September 2019.  It was 
conducted by a team of elected members and senior officers from other local 
authorities, together with LGA advisors. 
 

1.3 The CPC considered 5 core components:- 
 
(a)  How well we understand our local place and priority: do we understand 

 the local context and use this to inform a clear vision and set of 
 priorities? 

(b)  Leadership of place:  do we provide effective leadership through 
 members and officers and form constructive partnerships with 
 stakeholders? 

(c)  Organisational leadership and governance: how effective is this 
 politically and managerially and is this supported by good governance 
 and decision making in response to key challenges, and allows the 
 Council to change and transform in response to these? 

(d)  Financial planning and viability: do we have a plan in place, which 
 ensures our long-term viability? 

(e)  Capacity to deliver: is our resource aligned with our priorities? 
 

1.4 The Peer Challenge team was also asked to give views on: 
 

(a)  Economic Development and Town Centre Regeneration. 
(b)  Transformation. 
(c)  Corporate Plan/Strategy 

 
1.5 This was not an inspection.  Peer challenges are improvement focussed and 

tailored to meet individual Councils’ needs.  They are designed to complement 
and add value to a Council’s own performance and improvement.  The 
process is not designed to provide an in-depth or technical assessment of 
plans and proposals.  The peer team use their experience and knowledge of 
local government to reflect on the information presented to them by the people 
they met, things they saw and material they read. 
 

1.6 The peer team prepared for the peer challenge by reviewing a range of 
documents and information in order to ensure they were familiar with the 
Council and the challenges it is facing.  The team then spent 3 days on site at 
Boston Borough Council, during which they: 
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 Spoke to more than 114 people including a range of Council staff 
together with Councillors and external partners and stakeholders. 

 Gathered information and views from more than 39 meetings, visits to 
key sites in the area and additional research and reading. 

 Collectively spent more than 270 hours to determine their findings - the 
equivalent of one person spending more than 7 weeks in Boston. 

 
1.7 This report provides a summary of the peer team’s findings.  It builds on the 

 feedback presentation provided by the peer team at the end of their on-site 
 visit (10-12 September 2019).  The Chief Executive has provided feedback 
 at three separate “all-staff” briefings and the Leader provided an “all-member” 
 briefing on 20 November 2019. 
 

1.8 The Council received the Peer Challenge Team’s feedback report in October 
2019 and a full copy of the report was provided to all members, staff and each 
stakeholder and partner organisation contributing to the CPC. A further copy is 
attached as Appendix 1.  CPC commented that “Boston Borough Council 
has accomplished a great deal in challenging financial circumstances 
and alongside significant population growth.  It can be proud of its 
achievements and should have the confidence to shout loudly about 
them.” 
 

1.9 The Peer Challenge team set out eleven recommendations in respect of areas 
for development and improvement. 

 
2.0 THE EMERGING ACTION PLAN 
 
2.1 The Emerging Action Plan at Appendix 2 sets out the recommendations in full 

and the actions identified to address them.  The anticipated timescale and 
current progress against each action is recorded and lead officers/members 
identified. 

 
2.2 Further work is to be carried out in respect of each recommendation and 

action, which will include lead members and officers engaging with the LGA 
and others for advice and support. The Action Plan will be maintained as a 
“live” document to chart progress. 

 
3.0 CONCLUSION 
 
3.1 Members are asked to endorse the emerging Action Plan at Appendix 2, 

which is being developed to respond to the LGA Corporate Peer Challenge 
team’s feedback report. 

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no financial implications arising directly from the report. 
 
Actions taken will be subject to proper financial evaluation and reported to Committee 
for approval/noting as appropriate. 
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LEGAL & EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no legal implications arising from the content of this report.  The CPC is 
voluntary. 
 

 
 
CONSULTATION 
 
The Peer Challenge process involved meetings with the Leader, Group Leaders, 
Committee chairs, a number of other members, the Chief Executive, senior 
management and a cross-section of staff as well as external partners and agencies.  
The Action Plan has been developed in consultation with CMT and the Cabinet. 
 
 

APPENDICES 
 
Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

Appendix 1 LGA Corporate Peer Challenge feedback report, 
October 2019. 

Appendix 2 Emerging Action Plan 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
None 
 

 
 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
 
None 
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1. Executive Summary  
 
Boston Borough Council (Boston BC) has accomplished a great deal in challenging financial 
circumstances and alongside significant population growth.  It can be proud of its achievements 
and should have the confidence to shout loudly about them. 
 
Boston possesses strong geographic advantages – it is the second largest urban centre in 
Lincolnshire, and has only one main town within its boundaries.  By recognising this, and 
embedding it within its corporate narrative, Boston BC can positively shape perceptions of the 
Borough and take a more prominent role in shaping leadership of place, locally and sub-regionally. 
 
Boston’s rich historical, cultural and social heritage provides the foundations for a powerful and 
inclusive identity of place.  The Council and its partners recognise this and have made it a central 
plank of its town centre renewal plans and Heritage Strategy.  This place narrative needs to be 
more fully articulated and widely communicated, so it is shared and owned by Councillors, staff, 
communities and partners.  
 
The new Leader has brought fresh energy, ambition and a collaborative approach to the Council.  
This has been widely recognised and welcomed both internally and externally by partners.  With all 
Councillors at the start of a new four-year term, investment in member development is important.  
Supporting the new Cabinet to develop a clear, strategic, political vision, articulated through a new 
Corporate Plan, will strengthen political and managerial leadership.  Additionally, frontline 
Councillors must be equipped - through a learning and development programme - with the 
understanding and skills to be effective community champions and ambassadors for the Council, 
the Borough and all its communities. 
 
There is a strong, highly regarded officer team.  Through visible and enabling leadership they have 
positioned the Council well (e.g. financially sound, highly regarded by partners) and are ready to 
support the new administration to deliver its ambitions.  Boston BC is seen by partners as having a 
strong track record of delivery and is described by some as ‘by far the best local authority partner’ 
to work with in Lincolnshire.  Its success at securing external funding and working collaboratively 
with partners to deliver greater value (e.g. Quadrant, Inclusive Boston, PE21 proposals) is a 
particular strength. There is genuine desire from public, private and voluntary community sector 
(VCS) partners to work more closely with the Council.  This is particularly focused on the re-
purposing of the town centre, exploiting the considerable heritage assets and the historic Pilgrim 
Fathers connection.  Boston BC should maximise these collaborative opportunities to leverage 
additional capacity and deliver improved outcomes.   
 
It is an exciting and pivotal moment for Boston BC at the start of a new electoral cycle, with a new 
Leader and Cabinet.  It can capitalise upon this by setting a clear strategic direction, and aligning 
appropriate resources and capacity.  This will provide a solid framework through which to deliver 
the administration’s ambitions.  It should seize the opportunity to align the new Corporate Plan, 
Transformation Plan, Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) and growth agenda.  Accelerating 
the pace of its Transformation Plan and digital thinking are also important.  This will unlock 
efficiencies, drive service improvement and allow Boston BC to be bold in pursuing its growth 
ambitions.  To do this effectively, greater strategic coordination, and consistency of practice will be 
required across the full range of Council activity.  Additional capacity in critical areas - such as 
economic growth, communications and human resources - will be also key to achieving its 
aspirations and having maximum impact. 
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Boston has huge potential.  The Council has been the catalyst for much of the economic 
development and housing growth within the Borough.  It has achieved this with modest resources.  
The prospect of leveraging in up to £25 million Towns Funding is a tremendous opportunity to 
realise the Leader’s town centre growth ambitions.  To do so, Boston must seize the moment, but 
also effectively focus, prioritise and align resources.  It is not possible to do everything; political 
choices will be required to translate the fantastic opportunities it has created into delivery and 
impact.   
 
 

2. Key recommendations  
 
There are a range of suggestions and observations within the main section of the report that will 
inform some ‘quick wins’ and practical actions, in addition to the conversations onsite, many of 
which provided ideas and examples of practice are included from other organisations.  The 
following are the peer team’s key recommendations to the Council: 
 

• Talk up Boston!  Promoting the Borough more extensively and assertively would help to 
shape public perceptions to reflect your achievements and aspirations. 
 

• Define and communicate Boston’s brand and share it consistently and widely. This 
will embed and promote a positive place identify that the local community, businesses and 
partners can coalesce behind.    

 
• Take advice from the LGA Communications Improvement team. External guidance and 

advice can help match the communications service to the needs and ambitions of the 
Council.  

 
• Invest in development of the administration to deliver more effective political 

leadership (i.e. external facilitated Cabinet vision and priority setting). This investment 
will support the Cabinet to perform their strategic leadership role, establish clear priorities, 
and ensure this vision is reflected in the Corporate Plan and associated strategies.  

 
• Realise this vision through allocating the right resources to support the new 

Corporate Plan (specifically the growth agenda) and link this to the MTFS and 
Transformation Plan.   This will ensure the Council’s priorities as set out in the new 
Corporate Plan and other key strategies are aligned with the resources needed to deliver 
them. 

 
• Develop a bold investment plan and explore innovative delivery models to support 

the PE21 project.  By securing a delivery model that provides a long term income stream 
this will support the Council’s long term financial sustainability.    

 
• Use systematic customer insight to ensure services are responsive to community 

and customer needs. Establishing an objective view of resident satisfaction will enable 
Boston BC to better target its activities and drive customer-centred service improvement.    

 
• Broader member development to support community leadership and effective 

representation.  This will support frontline Councillors to be effective community 
champions and ambassadors for the authority, the Borough and all its communities. 
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• Refresh the workforce strategy, and consider building on LGA workforce strategy 
themes.  By using best practice guidance, Boston BC can align the refreshed Workforce 
Development Strategy to the new Corporate Plan priorities and Transformation Programme 
and future planning.  

 
• Broaden the scope and understanding of transformation to address the issues of 

service redesign, digital thinking, efficiency, and commercialisation.  This will facilitate 
a step change in Boston BC’s overall pace of delivery and achievement of outcomes.  

 
• Harness capacity and willingness of local residents, community groups and 

businesses to ‘live’ and promote brand Boston. In doing so, Boston BC can leverage in 
additional capacity and resources to maximise added value from collaboration.  

 
 

3. Summary of the Peer Challenge approach  
 

The peer team  
 
Peer challenges are delivered by experienced elected member and officer peers.  The make-
up of the peer team reflected your requirements and the focus of the peer challenge.  Peers 
were selected on the basis of their relevant experience and expertise and agreed with you.  
The peers who delivered the peer challenge at Boston Borough Council were: 
 

 Steve Blatch, North Norfolk District Council, Corporate Director & Head of Paid Service  

 Councillor Duncan McGinty, Leader of Sedgemoor District Council   

 Councillor Neil Prior, Pembrokeshire County Council, Cabinet Member for Transformation 
and IT 

 Jackie Smith, South Staffordshire District Council, Corporate Director - Commercial 

 Donna Reddish, Chesterfield Borough Council, Assistant Director Policy and 
Communications 

 Frances Marshall, Local Government Association, Challenge Manager 
 

Scope and focus 
 
The peer team considered the following five questions which form the core components looked 
at by all Corporate Peer Challenges cover.  These are the areas we believe are critical to 
Councils’ performance and improvement:   
 

1. Understanding of the local place and priority setting: Does the Council understand its 
local context and place and use that to inform a clear vision and set of priorities? 
 

2. Leadership of Place: Does the Council provide effective leadership of place through its 
elected members, officers and constructive relationships and partnerships with external 
stakeholders? 
 

3. Organisational leadership and governance: Is there effective political and managerial 
leadership supported by good governance and decision-making arrangements that 
respond to key challenges and enable change and transformation to be implemented? 
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4. Financial planning and viability: Does the Council have a financial plan in place to 
ensure long term viability and is there evidence that it is being implemented 
successfully? 
 

5. Capacity to deliver: Is organisational capacity aligned with priorities and does the 
Council influence, enable and leverage external capacity to focus on agreed outcomes? 

 
In addition to these questions, you asked the peer team to consider/review/provide feedback on: 
economic development and town centre regeneration; transformation and corporate strategy 
and planning.  
 
 
The peer challenge process 
 
It is important to stress that this was not an inspection.  Peer challenges are improvement focussed 
and tailored to meet individual Councils’ needs.  They are designed to complement and add value 
to a Council’s own performance and improvement.  The process is not designed to provide an in-
depth or technical assessment of plans and proposals.  The peer team used their experience and 
knowledge of local government to reflect on the information presented to them by people they met, 
things they saw and material that they read.  
  
The current LGA sector-led improvement support offer includes an expectation that all Councils 
will have a Corporate Peer Challenge every 4 to 5 years.  Boston Borough Council had a 
Corporate Peer Challenge in 2012.  Where relevant to do so, findings from that previous peer 
challenge have been referenced in this report.   
 
The peer team prepared for the peer challenge by reviewing a range of documents and 
information in order to ensure they were familiar with the Council and the challenges it is facing.  
The team then spent 3 days onsite at Boston Borough Council, during which they: 
 

 Spoke to more than 114 people including a range of Council staff together with 
Councillors and external partners and stakeholders. 

 

 Gathered information and views from more than 39 meetings, visits to key sites in the 
area and additional research and reading. 
 

 Collectively spent more than 270 hours to determine their findings – the equivalent of 
one person spending more than 7 weeks in Boston.   
 

This report provides a summary of the peer team’s findings.  It builds on the feedback 
presentation provided by the peer team at the end of their on-site visit (10 – 12 September 
2019).  In presenting feedback to you, they have done so as fellow local government officers 
and members, not professional consultants or inspectors.  By its nature, the peer challenge is a 
snapshot in time.  We appreciate that some of the feedback may be about things you are 
already addressing and progressing. 
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4. Feedback  

 
 
4.1 Understanding of the local place and priority setting  

 
Boston Borough’s geography, scale and critical size are key assets that can be exploited to its 
advantage.  Boston is the second largest town in Lincolnshire, and the Borough has only one urban 
centre.  Together with its rich historical, cultural and social heritage this provides a compelling 
narrative to anchor its place identity.  The Council’s sole office base, being centrally located in the 
town, provides a single focus for services and investment.  This, in addition to the variety of 
services and amenities within the town, means that the community can meet the majority of its 
needs without looking beyond Boston BC’s borders.  These strengths are currently not recognised 
or utilised fully.  Identifying as a ‘small Council’ risks underselling the locality, its achievements and 
aspiration.  By recognising the aforementioned strengths, and embedding them within its corporate 
narrative, Boston can positively shape perceptions of the Borough by developing a compelling story 
of place that supports their ambitions for growth and community prosperity.  
 
The Leader’s aspirations for growth as a means of driving Borough-wide prosperity is widely 
recognised and supported by partners, staff and many frontline Councillors.  There is huge 
potential in ‘brand Boston’.  The brand is developing, particularly around the economic growth 
agenda, with the ‘VisitBostonUK’ and ‘ThinkBoston’ websites recognised as effective 
promotional tools for the area, which could be more effective if content is regularly updated and 
shared through social media channels. More needs to be done however to develop a shared 
understanding of Boston’s unique selling points (USP) and communicate them widely.  Attention 
should be given to translating the new administration’s ambitions into a clear vision and 
priorities, with ownership by Cabinet and buy-in from other members.  It is not possible to do 
everything, so this will require a strategic approach, effective prioritisation and difficult decisions 
such as de-prioritisation or delivering some services differently.  The new Corporate Plan and its 
promotion will be central to achieving the Council’s aspirations.  
 
There is limited evidence that the current Corporate Plan priorities are embedded throughout 
the organisation (i.e. no golden thread in service plans/strategies). The Council are however 
working hard to engage members, staff and the community in development of the new 
Corporate Plan (e.g. online consultation, workshops).  There is a collective view that the new 
Corporate Plan should be a place shaping tool as well as prioritising activities, investment and 
resources for the Council.  Its development would be strengthened by considering a broader 
evidence base including national, regional and local data sets (e.g. IMD, health profiles, 
demographic information/projections and customer insight). Horizon scanning activity to future 
proof the Plan over its four year term and beyond is also important.  Careful consideration 
should be given to aligning service planning activity, the MTFS and the Performance 
Management Framework.  This is important to monitor and manage performance, but also to 
demonstrate success to a wider audience.  Communicating this corporate narrative widely - and 
consistently - with residents, businesses, customers, partners, Councillors and staff will be 
essential for Boston to achieve its ambitions.  
 

Strong external communication is recognised as a key engagement tool, however the current size 
and focus of the Council’s Communications Team does not match the scale of the Council’s 
aspirations or potential.  This is limiting Boston BC’s ability to get its voice heard within the wider 
populace.  Reviewing the communications service configuration and practice should be a priority.  
The focus should be on developing stronger, more resilient and pro-active communications which 
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can take advantage of the Borough’s strengths. This will provide solid foundations with which to 
better protect and enhance the Borough’s reputation and brand as a destination of regional, 
national and international significance.   
 
Boston has experienced unprecedented population growth and demographic change – it is one 
of the fastest growing areas outside London and the South East.  It has managed these 
pressures, compounded by dwindling public finances, exceptionally well.  The officer team 
knows Boston Borough’s unique local context, its diverse communities and the complexity of 
their needs (e.g. engaged with a wide variety of VCS organisations around social inclusion, 
described as “understanding their community”).  It works actively with partners to add greater 
value and improve outcomes. Community and partnership engagement is a strength, with 
notable examples around community cohesion, inclusion, local democracy, skills development 
and collaborative funding bids (e.g. Inclusive Boston, Local Democracy Week, Primary Engineer 
Programme, Boston College, Schools, Quadrant).  Councillors in their capacity as community 
champions have an important role to play in recognising and representing their diverse 
communities.  This is particularly important given the uncertainty surrounding the UK’s 
membership of the European Union (EU) and impact this uncertainty may have on individuals 
and businesses within the Borough. Steps should be taken to equip frontline Councillors - 
through a learning and development programme - with the understanding and skills to more 
actively fulfil their role and engage with the whole community.  A more coordinated and 
systematic use of customer insight, intelligence and feedback should be employed.  This would 
enable members and officers to have more in-depth oversight of the residents’ views and 
issues.  Equipped with a greater understanding of customer needs and more accurate 
information on how residents view the Council, Boston BC will be able to more effectively shape 
priorities and actions accordingly.   

 
 

4.2 Leadership of Place 
 
Externally Boston BC is seen as a valued, proactive partner, with a good track record of delivery.  It 
is described as having a “can do attitude” and “being a force for good”.  This positive view is shared 
by public, private and VCS organisations and reflected across the breadth of Council services.  Its 
collaborative, strategic and proactive approach has delivered substantial successes.  Key 
examples include: promoting community cohesion through Inclusive Boston; housing delivery 
(Quadrant); and through the Primary Engineer programme focusing the local education curriculum 
on local engineering employers’ skills needs and developing highly skilled jobs.  Boston BC has 
successfully secured external funding, and translated this into delivery (e.g. Housing Investment 
Funding (HIF), Controlling Migration Funding, Towns Fund and Rough Sleeper funding).  It has 
therefore been able to meet community needs and sustain service levels despite significant 
reductions in government funding.  Consideration should now be given to sustaining the community 
benefits of Inclusive Boston once Government funding ceases.  
 
Boston BC’s ability to respond to the social, economic and environmental challenges facing its 
communities - effectively and at pace - is a key strength.  Residents and partners recognise and 
praise the critical role the Council played in responding to the closure of local employers (Fogarty’s, 
NorPrint, Marks & Spencer), the flooding in 2013 and tackling rough sleeping.  In doing so the 
Council has demonstrated powerful community leadership.  This ability to be responsive, and 
successfully deliver multi-partnership working, will be valuable in managing any local impacts 
relating to uncertainty around and changes to the UK’s membership of the European Union.    
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Boston takes an active role sub-regionally to promote and deliver shared agendas with Council 
partners (e.g. leading on joint Lincolnshire Waste Partnership, adopting a South East 
Lincolnshire wide Local Plan, providing flood response support etc.)  Consideration should be 
given to how Boston leverages its geographical position, population size and growth aspirations 
to establish a stronger leadership role at a local and sub-regional level.  Given its critical size, it 
can have confidence in doing so.  Fostering closer relationships with Lincolnshire County 
Council (LCC) and the Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) would be a first 
step to achieving this. With several Borough Councillors also holding seats on LCC – including 
the Leader - Boston can seek to maximise these links to collectively speak with one voice in 
advocating for Boston’s interests.   
 
The relationships developed around the growth agenda are particularly strong, with developers 
describing Boston BC as their local authority ‘partner of choice’. Its “pragmatic” and “enabling” 
approach translates into timely delivery on the ground (e.g. HIF, Quadrant, Lincolnshire 2050).  
There is genuine excitement amongst partners about the Council’s ambition for town centre 
renewal and they desire to be an active part of it.  They recognise the potential of the PE21 
initiative and the Heritage Strategy to positively shape perceptions of the Borough and drive up 
footfall and tourist visitors to the town.  Boston should harness the capacity and willingness of 
local residents, community groups and businesses to share learning, risk and resources. To 
maximise outcomes this should be across all shared opportunities, not just the growth agenda.   
Suggestions include: events programmes with community wide ownership and promotion; 
maximising the value of Boston Town Area Committee; and a business engagement forum that 
is Borough wide.   

 
 
4.3 Organisational leadership and governance 

 
The new Leader has brought energy, enthusiasm and a collaborative approach, while leading 
from the front (e.g. staff briefings, visibly leading the growth agenda, and cross party 
engagement).  This has engendered tangible goodwill towards the new administration, with staff 
and many Councillors enthused by his ambition for Boston and willingness to engage.  The 
focus should now be on clearly defining the political vision, through an adopted Corporate Plan, 
to capitalise on the momentum and to strengthen political and managerial Leadership.  Having a 
clearly defined agreed set of strategic priorities, which is collectively owned by Cabinet, will 
enable resources to be aligned to deliver the vision.  Without this political prioritisation and 
shared ownership, Boston risks trying to do too much and spreading resources too thinly.  
Externally facilitated support would assist the Cabinet to develop this shared vision and prioritise 
the activities that will underpin its delivery. In developing a shared vision, this would also help 
balance a currently disproportionate amount of time that is spent on responding to a vocal 
minority who comment negatively on social media platforms compared to the Council delivering 
for the wider community and promoting the Borough positively as a place to live, visit and invest. 
 
The Council’s established scrutiny function works well and is widely seen as constructive and 
adding value to policy development.  Innovative scrutiny approaches, such as enquiry days, 
member briefings and task and finish groups have proved popular and effective ways to 
examine relevant issues (e.g. Lincolnshire Waste Management Strategy, rural isolation, markets 
review).  There is a genuine desire from the new administration to use the Cabinet and Scrutiny 
governance model to best effect and to provide external challenge.  
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Boston BC is committed to Councillor development, with a comprehensive induction programme, 
online resources and a Councillor group shaping this activity.  Take-up of learning and 
development opportunities post the May 2019 elections has however been low.  Going forward, it 
will be important to revisit the annual programme of member development and tailor the offer so as 
to encourage greater Councillor participation.  All Councillors need to take personal responsibility 
for attendance at mandatory training and in ensuring that they keep up to date with their 
obligations, relevant legislation and council practices.  
 
With the entire Councillor body being at the start of its four-year term, now is the time for further 
investment in supporting frontline Councillors, as well as those in leadership roles.  A new Cabinet, 
with refreshed Portfolio responsibilities, can take advantage of learning and development 
opportunities which will assist them to channel their energy more effectively and successfully 
perform their strategic leadership role (e.g. LGA and East Midlands Councils training).  Greater 
consistency in Portfolio Holder and Lead Officer engagement would also strengthen this.   
 
Frontline Councillors should be supported not only in their community leadership positions but also 
to act as ambassadors for the authority and wider Borough.  Currently Councillors’ role in 
portraying a positive image of the Council and place does not appear to be fully understood (e.g. 
social media behaviour).  The Member Code of Conduct is an important tool in promoting this 
understanding.  Agreeing and adopting a refreshed Member Code of Conduct should be 
progressed as a matter of priority.  
 
There is a positive organisational culture, reflected by a staff body that are passionate and 
proud to work for Boston BC.  Healthy member and officer relations are evident, reflected by the 
positive working relationship between the Leader, Chief Executive and Deputy Chief Executive.  
Senior management are ready to support the administration’s ambitions.  This joint working 
could be further strengthened through the proposed clarification of the future vision and focus.   
 
Boston BC’s workforce are an important asset, which partners readily praise as “intelligent and 
responsive” (e.g. highly regarded externally, positive staff survey results).  The Corporate 
Management Team (CMT) is cohesive, experienced, and held in high regard by both staff and 
Councillors.  The Senior Management Team (SMT) is empowered by CMT, demonstrate 
collaborative working and are seen as supportive leaders by staff.  Whilst staff briefings are 
welcomed as an effective means of communication, greater visibility of CMT and Cabinet would 
be welcomed by staff to better understand the pressures they face and their responsibilities.  
This more in-depth understanding would help inform resourcing decisions.  
 

 

5. Financial planning and viability 
 
Boston BC has faced acute financial challenges with reducing government grants and 
significant population growth (e.g. the most recent census showing a conservative 15.8 per cent 
increase in population; £2.5 million saving from net revenue budget in the period to 2020 due to 
withdrawal of government grant).  It has managed these financial pressures well to date, and 
has a solid financial position (e.g. underspend contributing to reserves to plan for further 
challenges, Property Investment Fund to support future capital investment).   
 
Sound, prudent, financial governance is evident by well-structured budget reports, an annually 
reviewed and scrutinised Medium Term Financial Strategy and successive unqualified audits.  
There is also a strong record of success in securing grant bids to support delivery whilst 
maintaining a balanced budget. (See understanding of the local place and priority setting).   
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With a £1 million budgetary saving to be made by 2023/24 - £538k of which is to come from 
2020/21 - Boston BC has developed a proactive multipronged approach to close this funding 
gap in its Transformation Programme (e.g. income generation, service modernisation, 
commercialisation and policy changes). Further detailed work to achieve the ‘savings targets’ 
set out in the new Transformation Strategy will be important to ensure the deliverability of these 
savings.    
 
Whilst there is an emerging bottom up approach to commercialisation, with staff supported to 
explore ideas to increase income (e.g. Guildhall), there is scope to strengthen this.  Establishing 
a shared understanding of what commercialism means for Boston BC would encourage the 
generation of new proposals and provide a framework for identifying whether they fit with 
Boston’s risk appetite. Additionally, assessment of fees and charges should be informed by 
contextual information and knowledge of the true cost of delivery (e.g. car parks). 
 
There is clarity around the Council’s £20million Property Investment Fund generating income to 
finance the future capital programme, reflecting a focus on long term financial sustainability (e.g. 
investment determined by greatest return).  The Council would however benefit from a clear 
longer term approach to the use of its land and property assets.  The development of a detailed 
Capital Strategy and Asset Management Plan would support a strategic approach to maximising 
the value of these assets.   
 
Boston BC’s approach to financial management has been consciously prudent and “steady as 
you go” (e.g. reserves for contingencies, external auditors’ views on cautious approach to 
business rate appeals.)  The £25 million Towns Fund, and PE21 investment, open up the 
opportunity for the Council to be bolder going forward.  Boston BC will need to examine its 
appetite for risk to assess if its cautious approach remains appropriate to realise its growth 
ambitions. One area in which this will be pertinent, is in its choice of PE21 delivery model.  It is 
recommended that Boston BC explore innovative delivery models/vehicles that gives the 
Council a stake in that development and supports Boston BC’s long term financial sustainability 
by providing an ongoing revenue funding stream.  Ensuring that the project is resourced at all 
stages will be paramount.  The financial sustainability of regeneration projects should be 
considered and evaluated through business cases at project inception to ensure that capacity to 
deliver is adequately evaluated.  As its growth plan takes shape, Boston BC may want to 
consider the benefits of ”in-Borough” investment as a demonstration of the returns that flow from 
its commitment to place. 
 
Boston BC’s achievements around the growth agenda – both economic development and 
housing - are significant.  It is the only Council in Lincolnshire to deliver housing growth above 
Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) targets and one of only a small number of Councils 
nationally to have successfully drawn down HIF funding through entering into a contract with 
Homes England (e.g. the Quadrant scheme including new road infrastructure, housing and 
commercial development and the new Boston United Community Stadium).  The Council’s 
proactive, visible and enabling officer leadership, is recognised and applauded by all partners 
(see Leadership of Place section).  These achievements are all the more impressive given 
current modest staffing resources in this area.  This level of resourcing is not sustainable in the 
future given Boston BC’s ambition. 
 
Addressing current levels of capacity is of utmost importance so as to not limit Boston BC’s 
ability to deliver its future plans (e.g. PE21, Pilgrims 2020 & 2030, attract inward investment 
etc.).  Identifying more resource – in-house or through partners – to engage and influence at a 
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strategic level and support project delivery should be an immediate focus.  There are 
opportunities to harness and galvanise local partners that share Boston’s vision, so that they 
can also articulate and sell it (e.g. Boston College, businesses etc.).    
 
The PE21 proposals have great potential to create a vibrant mixed use community at the heart 
of Boston from a currently underutilised site (e.g. current consultation includes retail, housing, 
health, leisure etc.). The majority of frontline Councillors, and relevant Scrutiny Committee 
Members, support the proposition of broadening the economy through this place-shaping 
investment.  There is also genuine excitement amongst partners for this re-purposing of the 
town centre and exploiting the considerable heritage assets, historic Mayflower and Pilgrim 
Fathers connections.   Boston’s heritage assets are considerable and unique, yet currently 
underused. The Heritage Strategy recognises this and is an important step in ensuring that they 
form a key pillar of ‘brand Boston’ going forward.  Attention should now be focused on 
developing a coherent case to deliver these community wide ambitions through the £25 million 
Towns Fund.    

 
 

6. Capacity to deliver 
 
Boston BC has a skilled, flexible and adaptable workforce that are committed and motivated to 
deliver for Boston’s communities (e.g. recent staff survey 82% would recommend as a good 
employer, 92% enjoy their work, 80% sense of pride).  There are good employer and Trade 
Union relationships that are positive and mutually respectful (e.g. regular meetings, items raised 
and responded to).  Boston BC also capitalises on the advantages of being based in one 
building and co-located with key partners to maximize effective communications and agile 
working (e.g. cohesive management team, adaptable workforce, working across broad areas, 
close working with partners in real time.)   
 
Aligning the Workforce Development Strategy to the new Corporate Plan priorities and 
Transformation Programme will be critical to deliver against the new administration’s ambitions.  
Boston BC recognises the challenges it faces around recruitment and retention, particularly in key 
areas.  It seeks to employ innovative approaches to address these, including a successful policy to 
grow its own talent (e.g. apprenticeship programme which is highly regarded).  Alongside 
recruitment and retention, HR and organisational development should also be key tenets of Boston 
BC’s refreshed Workforce Development Strategy and prioritised accordingly.  This would help the 
Council respond to the skills market, pay issues, recruitment challenges and seek to build 
resilience.  Applying the appraisal process consistently, with a focus on helping managers’ develop 
softer skills (e.g. behaviours), will aid skills development and the organisation's ability to deliver. 
 
Boston BC effectively works with partners to leverage in resources and capacity to deliver jointly 
(e.g. Boston Clean Up, Boston Cemetery, Lincolnshire Assurance).  Despite this, there are 
questions about the Council’s ability to deliver on its ambitions.  This deficit in capacity is 
particularly acute in the areas of economic growth and communications.  The resilience of Human 
Resources (HR) could also be strengthened to support effective management of recruitment and 
performance issues and the consistent application of workforce development.  As a matter of 
priority Boston BC should realign and grow capacity to keep pace with the changing environment 
for local government and avoid organisational overstretch.  Responsibilities for new service areas 
and pressures have been absorbed within existing staffing, which is not considered sustainable in 
the medium-term.  Regularly reviewing capacity and resource to ensure they align with current 
priorities and address new pressures will provide Boston BC with a strong foundation through 
which it can realise its ambitions.  
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There are good examples of joint working with other local Councils (e.g. parish councils, shared 
services on CCTV, procurement, community safety, payroll).  However, Boston BC would benefit 
from a strategy for shared services arrangements to ensure they are planned rather than 
opportunistic. There are untapped benefits to be gained – such as economies of scale, efficiencies, 
resilience, better service outcomes - from further engagement and more systematic joint working 
with neighbouring Councils and the VCS.   
 
Boston BC has successfully delivered against previous Transformation Plans (e.g. £2.5 million 
savings from current 4 year programme) and recognises the challenges of delivering a further 
£1 million savings from its 2020/24 programme. As it currently stands, the Transformation Plan 
operates as a savings plan, rather than a strategy that seeks to transform business process, 
unlock service efficiencies, release capacity and drive digital innovation.  To realise these wider 
benefits, there needs to be a clear and broader understanding internally of what Transformation 
is and greater comprehension of the possibilities of digital innovation.  This is currently a gap.  
Broadening the scope, and accelerating the pace, of its transformation and digital thinking will 
be essential to keep up with the changing external environment and delivering Boston BC’s 
ambitions.   
 
Time should be taken to establish this organisational wide understanding, along with clear 
ownership and active support from CMT and Cabinet.  This visible leadership will be key to setting 
the behaviours and culture that are integral to driving transformative change.   The new 
Transformation Plan has potential to enable a cultural change, and unlock staff potential, that 
would complement the new Leader’s emerging vision and contribute to capacity.   
 
The governance that sits around the programme will also be key. Effective oversight and 
challenge is not currently in place (e.g. project management not consistently applied).  
Establishing effective governance will provide the framework through which to drive forward and 
progress.  
 

 

7. Next steps  

 
Immediate next steps  
 
We appreciate the senior managerial and political leadership will want to reflect on these 
findings and suggestions in order to determine how the organisation wishes to take things 
forward.  
 
As part of the peer challenge process, there is an offer of further activity to support this. The 
LGA is well placed to provide additional support, advice and guidance on a number of the areas 
for development and improvement and we would be happy to discuss this.  Mark Edgell, 
Principal Adviser is the main contact between your authority and the Local Government 
Association (LGA). His contact details are: Email Mark.Edgell@local.gov.uk.  
 
In the meantime we are keen to continue the relationship we have formed with the Council 
throughout the peer challenge.  We will endeavour to provide signposting to examples of 
practice and further information and guidance about the issues we have raised in this report to 
help inform ongoing consideration.  
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Follow up visit  
 
The LGA Corporate Peer Challenge process includes a follow up visit. The purpose of the visit 
is to help the Council assess the impact of the peer challenge and demonstrate the progress it 
has made against the areas of improvement and development identified by the peer team. It is a 
lighter-touch version of the original visit and does not necessarily involve all members of the 
original peer team. The timing of the visit is determined by the Council.  Our expectation is that it 
will occur within the next 2 years.  
 
Next Corporate Peer Challenge 
 
The current LGA sector-led improvement support offer includes an expectation that all Councils 
will have a Corporate Peer Challenge or Finance Peer Review every 4 to 5 years.  It is therefore 
anticipated that the Council will commission their next Peer Challenge before September 2024.   
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Annex 1: Examples of good practice  

 
 

Approach to Scrutiny: Use of Inquiry Days 

 
Boston BC’s established scrutiny function which is focused on pre-decision scrutiny works well 
and is widely seen as constructive and adding value to policy development.  It utilises innovative 
scrutiny approaches, such as enquiry days, member briefings and task and finish groups to 
examine relevant issues (e.g. Lincolnshire Waste Management Strategy, rural isolation, markets 
review).  These have proved popular and effective ways providing effective challenge and 
contributing to policy development.   
  
Task and Finish Groups:  Overview and Scrutiny Committees are able to establish time-limited task 
and finish group reviews that focus on a particular issue and consider it in greater detail than is 
possible at committee meetings. These reviews will include a mixture of interviews with relevant 
officers, research of best practice, meetings with service users and community groups and 
consultation with wider parts of the community. 
  
All-Member Briefings: These are scheduled to take place regularly throughout the year for officers 
and guest speakers to impart information to Members on topical matters of interest. These briefings 
are informal and give Members the opportunity to ask any questions they may have and can initiate 
ideas for matters to be scrutinised. 
 
Inquiry Days: This is a relatively new way of working for the Council and involves Members and 
officers getting together informally in order for Members to receive full information and options on 
an issue and for officers to gauge Members’ opinions, before drafting a focussed report for 
consideration at the committee meeting.  These have been well received by members and officers, 
with meaningful outputs.   
  
  
Inclusive Boston 

 
In leading a £1.4 million Controlling Migration Fund Bid and chairing the Inclusive Boston Board, 
Boston BC has demonstrated a collaborative approach to managing migration issues.  As lead 
partner and accountable body, Boston secured resources to support a range of projects and 
activities that together will have a cumulative, lasting impact in mitigating some of the issues the 
Council, its partners and its existing and new population face as a direct consequence of migration. 
The four project themes are collective and cohesive and align closely with each other; where 
significant, extended, diverse provision is required - for example in terms of English Language and 
ESOL - Boston BC have a coordinated thread that runs through the programme. Chaired by the 
Head of Regulatory Services, the Inclusive Boston Board oversees delivery of the Controlling 
Migration Fund and reports directly to the Cabinet.  Boston BC have commissioned an independent 
evaluation of the programme which will report back at the end of the four year funding period, the 
learning from which could benefit other authorities.    
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Appendix 2 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION CORPORATE PEER CHALLENGE SEPTEMBER 2019   

ACTION PLAN 

LGA Corporate Peer 
Challenge Feedback 
Report (Sept 2019) 
Recommendations 
 

 
LGA Commentary  

 
Timescale 

 
Progress/Action 

 
Led by 

1 Talk up Boston Promoting the Borough more 
extensively and assertively would 
help to shape public perceptions to 
reflect your achievements and 
aspirations. 
 

Spring 
2020/ongoing 

Positive communications campaign 
and activity to be included in the 
Communications Strategy and 
Councillor Development Programme 

Chief 
Executive/Leader 
All Members 

2 Define and 
communicate 
Boston’s brand and 
share it consistently 
and widely. 

This will embed and promote a 
positive place identity that the local 
community, businesses and partners 
can coalesce behind. 

Scrutiny & Cabinet 
in early 2020 for 
adoption by 
Council 20th April 
2020. 
 

Boston’s “Unique Selling Points” 
(USPs)/Priorities to be included in 
Corporate Plan Draft subject to 
Member, Partner and Public 
Consultation.  

Chief Executive 
/Leader 

3 Take advice from the 
LGA 
Communications 
Improvement Team 

External guidance and advice can 
help match the communications 
service to the needs and ambitions 
of the Council. 

23 October  2019 
19  November 
2019 (Councillor 
Development 
Group)  
 

LGA Communications “Health Check” 
undertaken 23 October 2019, with 
recommendations for enhanced 
communications, social media and 
place leadership.  Referral to 
Councillor Development Group (CDG) 
also. 
 

Chief Executive 
/Leader 
All Members 

4 Invest in 
development of the 
administration to 
deliver more effective 
political leadership 
(i.e. external 
facilitated Cabinet 
vision and priority 

This investment will support the 
Cabinet to perform their strategic 
leadership role, establish clear 
priorities and ensure this vision is 
reflected in the Corporate Plan and 
associated strategies. 

January/February 
2020 

CDG to consider recommendations on 
19 November 2019. 
Leader to engage with LGA Executive 
Coach and LGA “Being an effective 
Cabinet Member” programme. 

Leader 
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setting) 

5 Realise this vision 
through allocating 
the right resources to 
support the new 
Corporate Plan 
(specifically the 
growth agenda) and 
link this to the MTFS 
and Transformation 
Plan. 
 

This will ensure the Council’s 
priorities as set out in the new 
Corporate Plan and other key 
strategies are aligned with the 
resources needed to deliver them. 

Summer/Autumn 
2020, into early 
2021 when the 
2021/22 budget & 
MTFS are 
approved. 

Post adoption of Corporate Plan, 
Council/Cabinet to lead all Member 
engagement to “align” the 
transformation programme with the 
new Corporate Plan. 
LGA CPC lead Peer facilitated Cabinet 
Priority and Place Shaping Event 27 

November 2019. 
All Member Briefing is planned. 

Chief Finance 
Officer/ Chief 
Executive 

6 Develop a bold 
investment plan and 
explore innovative 
delivery models to 
support the PE21 
project. 

By securing a delivery model that 
provides a long term income stream 
this will support the Council’s long 
term financial sustainability 

16 December 
2019 

Separate report item on this Council 
meeting agenda. 

Deputy Chief 
Executive 

7 Use systematic 
customer insight to 
ensure services are 
responsive to 
community and 
customer needs. 

Establishing an objective view of 
resident satisfaction will enable 
Boston Borough Council to better 
target its activities and drive 
customer-centres improvement 

Early 2020 Intergrade Lincolnshire Research 
Observatory and existing data sources 
to utilise the LGA 5-steps programme 
to obtain “an objective view of resident 
satisfaction. 
Appoint “specialist” and experiences 
market research organisation to 
develop a programme/methodology for 
in-depth customer viewpoint. 
 

Associate Head 
of Service 

8 Broader member 
development to 
support community 
leadership and 
effective 
representation. 

This will support frontline Councillors 
to be effective community champions 
and ambassadors for the authority, 
the Borough and all its communities.  

19 November 
2019 
 
 
 
 
7 November 2019 

CDG consider recommendations and 
develop a programme of formal 
training and briefing for all Members 
including Council and Borough 
ambassadorial roles. 
 
Standards sub-committee consider 
Member leadership recommendations. 
 

Associate Head 
of Service 
CDG 
 
 
 
A & G Chair 

9 Refresh the By using best practice guidance, 2020 Develop LGA recommended 5-strand Associate Head 
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workforce strategy 
and consider building 
on LGA workforce 
strategy themes. 

Boston Borough Council can align 
the refreshed Workforce 
Development Strategy to the new 
Corporate Plan priorities and 
Transformation Programme and 
future planning. 

workforce strategy for Boston 
application including a review of 
current HR, learning and development 
policy and practices and a refresh of 
our current values. 

of Service 
 

10 Broaden the scope 
and understanding of 
transformation to 
address the issues of 
service redesign, 
digital thinking, 
efficiency and 
commercialisation. 

This will facilitate a step change in 
Boston Borough Council’s overall 
pace of delivery and achievement of 
outcomes. 

April 2020 
 
 
2020 

Develop a commercial strategy for 
adoption by Cabinet. 
 
Undertake desktop review of best 
practice comparisons and develop 
business cases for inclusion in 
ongoing transformation programme 
update later in 2020. 

Chief Executive 
 
 
CMT 

11 Harness capacity 
and willingness of 
local residents, 
community groups 
and businesses to 
‘live’ and promote 
brand Boston. 

In doing so, Boston Borough Council 
can leverage in additional capacity 
and resources to maximise added 
value from collaboration. 

April 2020 Undertake a review of existing 
“community group” 
liaison/communication to seek support 
to the Brand Boston. 
Develop tool kit to support Members at 
community events, parish councils and 
ward surgeries. 

Head of Place & 
Space 
All Members 
CDG 
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REPORT TO:  FULL COUNCIL 

DATE:   16 DECEMBER 2019 

SUBJECT:  CLIMATE CHANGE 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: COUNCILLOR PAUL SKINNER 

REPORT AUTHOR: MADAM CHAIRMAN OF THE ENVIRONMENT & 
PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 

EXEMPT REPORT NO 

 

 

SUMMARY 
 
To provide an “interim” update in progressing the Council resolution to consider 
environmental and other implications associated with climate change and report back 
with an action plan within the requested timeframe. 
 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That the Council receive the update from the Environment and Performance Committee 
(E&P) and consider the information contained within this report. 
 
 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
To progress the Council resolution of the meeting held 15 July 2019. 
 
 

 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 
None. 
 

 
1.0  REPORT 
 
1.1  The Council agenda at the 15 July meeting included two “climate”  motions. As a 

result members voted on a procedural motion.  The effect of the procedural motion 
is to seek E & P consideration and detailed reporting for referral back to Full 
Council. 

 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  
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1.2 The Council resolution in full is as follows:- 
 

 

RESOLVED that noting the many impacts on the Council and our partners, it is 
proposed all aspects and issues referred to in both Motions on the agenda be 
referred to the next available meeting of the Environment and Performance 
Committee for detailed consideration and an action plan.  An interim report to be 
submitted to full Council in November 2019 and a final report to Council in January 
2020.  
 

 
1.3 This report is the formal interim update of E & P as requested in this 
 resolution. 
 
2.0  WORKING GROUP 

 
2.1 The E & P Committee at the meeting held on 30 July established a Working Group 

to progress this activity. 
 

2.2 The Working Group meets informally and reports findings and recommendations to 
the Environment and Performance Overview and Scrutiny Committee (E&P). The 
Working Group considers all ‘aspects and issues’ referred to in both ‘Motions on 
Notice’ submitted to the meeting of the Council held 15 July 2019. 
 

2.3 The Group provided a verbal update to the 24 September E&P Committee and a 
further formal update to the meeting held on the 5th November.  This interim report 
to Council provides a summary update of the work to date. Final draft 
recommendations will be reported to the 7 January E&P Committee, which will then 
make recommendations to the 20 January 2020 Council meeting. 

 
2.4 The Working Group comprises of five Elected Members including the Portfolio 

Holder, eight members of staff and one co-opted member of the public. 
 
2.5 There have been four meetings to date with further meetings scheduled to the end 

of the year. 
 
2.6 Formal Terms of Reference have been agreed by the Group and these are 

appended to the report (Appendix 1). 
 
2.7 Work to date:- 
 

 Reviewed previous and ongoing BBC carbon reduction activity and the Carbon 

Management Plan. 

 Collated all BBC environmental and climate change activity (Air Quality, 

Homes Energy Conservation Act, Private Sector Enforcement, etc.) 

 Taken on the Local Government Association good practice advice for 

Councillors. 

 Reviewed other council approaches and best practice publications. 

 Collated a list of external invitees with expertise and insight. 
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 Agreed an intent to be clear about the differences required for BBC to become 

carbon nett neutral and “leading/championing” others within the Borough 

geography. 

 Begun to explore carbon offsetting potential/opportunities. 

 Begun collating a list of “quick-wins” to include in the final action plan 

recommendations to E&P. 

 Attended the ‘’Ashden’’ Local Authority Climate Change Toolkit launch in 

October. 

 Attended the Western Power event - Transition to a Zero Carbon Economy.  

 Considered relevant proposals contained in the Environment Bill published 15 

October. 

 Drafted a suggested and costed action plan and implementation timetable for 

consideration at the 7 January E & P Committee meeting. 

3.0 CONCLUSION 
 
3.1 Councils are well placed to drive and influence action on climate change through 

the services they deliver, their regulatory and strategic function and their roles as 
community leaders, major employers, large-scale procurers and social landlords. 

 
3.2 Action on climate change can deliver many local benefits, including  lower energy 

bills, economic regeneration and creation of local jobs, reductions in fuel poverty 
and improved air quality.  Furthermore, increasing resilience to climate change risks 
can result in avoided costs from flood damage to buildings, infrastructure and 
services, enhances  green spaces and improved health. 

 
3.3 However, making a commitment to declare a Climate Change Emergency is multi-

faceted and members will want to be well sighted on the policy, process, financial 
and other considerations such as a timetable in making environmental 
commitments. 

 
3.4 The Working Group has made excellent progress and is well placed to report 

formally and meet the timetable established at Full Council. 
 
3.5 Between now and Christmas the focus of the Working Group activity will be to 

finalise a series of recommendations for the Council to consider. Whilst it is 
currently premature to provide specific detail, the following areas are likely to form 
the basis of potential future recommendations:- 

 

 A climate change declaration which is aspirational and deliverable in the 
soonest possible time range. 

 All Council policies and practices to consider environmental impacts. 

 Lobby for additional resources and support to deliver the carbon neutral 
agenda. 

 A commitment to show geographical and community leadership. 

 Recognise and acknowledge the excellent achievements of the Council since 
2008. 

 Council buildings and asset audits and action plans. 

 Recommendations for the Council’s procurement practices. 
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 Potential for climate champion(s), Citizens Assembly and Climate Expo. 

 Others!!! 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
At this point it is not yet established what financial commitment or not the Council will 
be required to make. The Working Group will consider such matters in determining any 
recommendations.   
 

 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The UK Climate Change Act of 2008 was the first piece of legislation to legally 
mandate a nation to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emission - in this case by 80% of 
1990 levels by 2050.  Many countries have subsequently introduced  their own 
equivalent legislation and in 2015, the Paris Agreement was signed by 197 countries 
with the aim of limiting “the increase in the global average temperature to well below 
2◦C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 
1.5◦C above pre-industrial levels”.  The 2018 Special report of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change  (IPCC) on the impact of a 1.5◦C rise in global temperatures 
above pre-industrial levels further highlighted the urgency with which GHG emissions 
must be reduced to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. 
 
In May of 2019, the UK Government declared a non-legally binding Climate Change 
Emergency declaration.   
 

 

ANY OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 
None. 
 

 
CONSULTATION 
 
No consultation undertaken. 
 

APPENDICES 
 
Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 
 

APPENDIX 1 Climate Change Working Group - Terms of 
Reference 
 

 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
were used in the production of this report.  
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CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
 

 
5 November 2019 

 
Environment & Performance Committee 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
CLIMATE CHANGE WORKING GROUP 
 
Scope:  
 
As a Working Group (The Group) reporting to the Environment and 
Performance Overview and Scrutiny Committee (E&P), to consider all 
‘aspects and issues’ (The Task) referred to in both ‘Motions on Notice’ 
submitted to the meeting of the Council held 15 July 2019 and deliver the 
resolution of the Council held 15 July 2019. 
 
These motions are attached as Appendix 1.  
 
Terms of Reference:  
 
To establish a meeting frequency, resources and working methodology to 
progress the task. 
 
To agree membership of the group drawn from the Council member and 
officer core. 
 
To call additional external individuals and parties to join the Group.  
 
To determine whom to call to provide information, support, expertise and 
assistance. 
 
To provide an update to the 24 September 2019 and 5 November 2019 E&P. 
   
To support E&P in providing an interim report to the 16 December 2019 
Council meeting. 
 
To submit final recommendations to the 7 January 2020 E&P. 
 
To support E&P in providing a final report and recommendations to the 20 
January 2020 Council meeting. 
 
Specific Actions contained in the task: 
 
1. Commit to endeavour to make the Council’s activities carbon neutral by 

2030/2050/?? 
 
2.  Commit to working in partnership with, but not exclusively, the LGA, 

County, District and Parish Councils in Lincolnshire, local businesses and 
community groups with the aim of making Lincolnshire carbon neutral 
within the same timescale. 

 
3.  Call upon central government to provide the necessary powers and 

resources to achieve or better a 2050 target. 
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4.  Note the progress this Council has made in reducing carbon emissions. 
 
5.  Declare a ‘Climate Emergency’. 
 
6.  Produce an action plan with annual monitoring and review. 
 
7.  Formally acknowledge the impacts of climate change and the serious 

exponential damage caused around the world each year by C02 and 
temperature rise. 

 
8.  Recognise that limiting global warming may still be possible with 

ambitious action from national and sub-national authorities, civil society 
and the private sector and ‘’the duty’’ we all have to act, now. 

 
9.  Acknowledge that strong policies to cut emissions also have associated 

health, wellbeing and economic benefits. 
 
10.  Recognise what others are doing and that a growing number of UK local 

authorities have already passed ‘Climate Emergency’ motions. 
 
11.  Ensure that all strategic decisions, budgets and approaches to planning 

decisions are in line with a shift to zero carbon by an agreed date. 
 
12.  Embed this work in all areas to reduce as rapidly as possible the carbon 

emissions from the Council’s activities. 
 
13.  Ensure that ALL council reports include climate change implications. 
 
14.  Take steps to proactively include young people in the process, ensuring 

that they have a powerful voice in shaping the future. 
 
15. Request that the Portfolio holder with responsibility for Climate Change 

convene a Citizens’ Assembly in 2019 in order to involve the wider 
population of the Borough. 

 
1. This Council: 
 
1. Commits to make the Council’s activities carbon neutral by 2050. 
 
2. Commits to working in partnership with, but not exclusively, the LGA, 

County Council and Parish Councils in Lincolnshire, local businesses and 
community groups with the aim of making Lincolnshire carbon neutral 
within the same timescale. 

 
3. Calls on central government to provide the necessary powers and 

resources to achieve or better the 2050 target. 
 
4.  Notes the progress this Council has made in reducing carbon emissions. 
 
5.  Notes the declaration of a ‘Climate Emergency’. 
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6.  Will receive an update on policy, details of action taken, an action plan, this 

will include annual reviews for the period up to 2030. 
 
2. This Council notes: 
 
That the impacts of climate breakdown are already causing serious damage 
around the world and as each year passes, we experience it. 
 
That the ‘Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 degC’, published by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in October 2018; 
 
(a)  Describes the enormous harm that a C02 average rise in global 

temperatures is likely to cause compared with a 1.5 degC rise, and; 
 
(b) Confirms that limiting Global Warming to 1.5 degC may still be possible 

with ambitious action from national and sub-national authorities, civil 
society and the private sector. 

 
That all governments (national, regional and local) have a duty to act, and 
local governments that recognise this should not wait for their national 
governments to change their policies. 
 
That we are not experts in this field, but that is no excuse for inaction. 
 
That collectively as a local community, we need guidance, education, support, 
encouragement and structure in order to effect change. 
 
That strong policies to cut emissions also have associated health, wellbeing 
and economic benefits; and 
 
That recognising this, a growing number of UK local authorities have already 
passed ‘Climate Emergency’ motions. 
 
This Council therefore commits to: 
 
Declare a ‘climate emergency’ that requires urgent action. 
 
Endeavour to make the Council’s activities net-zero carbon by 2030. 
 
Endeavour to achieve 100% clean energy across the Council’s full range of 
functions by 2030. 
 
Ensure that all strategic decisions, budgets and approaches to planning 
decisions are in line with a shift to zero carbon by 2030. 
 
Support and work with all other relevant agencies towards making the entire 
area zero carbon within the same timescale. 
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Ensure that elected members together with officers embed this work in all 
areas and take responsibility for reducing as rapidly as possible, the carbon 
emissions resulting from the Council’s activities, ensuring that any new 
recommendations are fully costed and that the Cabinet and Scrutiny 
committees review council activities taking account of production and 
consumption emissions and produce an action plan within 12 months, 
together with budget actions and a measured baseline. 
 
Wherever possible, work with, influence and inspire partners across the 
district, county and region to help deliver this goal through all relevant 
strategies, plans and shared resources by developing a series of meetings, 
events and partner workshops. 
 
Request that the Council and partners take steps to include proactively young 
people in the process, ensuring that they have a powerful voice in shaping the 
future. 
 
Request that the Portfolio holder with responsibility for Climate Change 
convenes a Citizens’ Assembly in 2019 in order to involve the wider 
population of the Borough in this process. This group would help develop their 
own role, identify how the Council’s activities might be made net-zero carbon 
by 2030, consider the latest climate science and expert advice on solutions 
and to consider systematically the climate change impact of each area of the 
Council’s activities. It will also recommend ways to maximise local benefits of 
these actions in other sectors such as employment, health, agriculture, 
transport and economy. 
 
Report on the level of investment in the fossil fuel industry that our pensions 
plan and other investments have, and review the Council’s investment 
strategy to give due consideration to climate change impacts in the 
investment portfolio. 
 
Ensure that all reports in preparation for the 2020/21 budget cycle and 
investment strategy will take into account the actions the council will take to 
address this emergency. 
 
Call on the UK Government to provide the powers, resources and help with 
funding to make this possible, and ask our local MP to do likewise. 
 
To review this motion annually in order to keep clear track of progress and to 
make adjustment as necessary. 
 
EXTRACT FROM THE DRAFT MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF FULL 
COUNCIL 
HELD - 15 JULY 2019 
 
Motions on Notice - Climate Change 
 
Two Motions on Notice had been received in respect of climate change, and 
the Council’s response to those issues. 
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RESOLVED that noting the many impacts on the Council and our 
partners, it is proposed all aspects and issues referred to in both 
Motions on the agenda be referred to the next available meeting of the 
Environment and Performance Committee for detailed consideration and 
an action plan. An interim report to be submitted to full Council in 
November 2019 and a final report to Council in January 2020. 
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REPORT TO: FULL COUNCIL 

DATE: 16 DECEMBER 2019 

SUBJECT: 
REFERRAL FROM CALL IN – REPLACEMENT DOMESTIC 
WHEELED BIN CHARGES  
 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: COUNCILLOR YVONNE STEVENS 

REPORT AUTHOR: HEAD OF ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATIONS. 

EXEMPT REPORT? NO 

 
 

 

SUMMARY: 
 

At its meeting on the 23 October 2019 Cabinet received a report in respect of 
Replacement Domestic Wheeled Bin Charges and its decision (Cabinet Minute 31) 
based on that report, was called-in by four non-executive Members, in accordance with 
the Council’s Constitution. 
 

At its meeting held on the 14 November 2019 the Environment and Performance 
Committee facilitated the Call-In and agreed recommendation 3 of the Call-in protocol in 
that they refer the matter to Full Council for further debate. 

 

 

 

 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 
N/A 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

That Full Council considers the called-in issue in accordance with the call-in protocol and 
the recommendation from the Call-In meeting of the Environment and Performance 
Committee meeting, and… 
 

1. Determine that the decision should not have been called-in, in which event the 
decision of the Cabinet will take effect; or 

 

2. Refer the matter back to Cabinet for their further reconsideration setting out in 
writing the nature of the concerns of both the Call-In meeting and those of Full 
Council 
 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  

 

 

 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION: 
 

In accordance with the procedure as set out in the Council’s Constitution.  
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REPORT: 
 
1. At its meeting on the 23 October 2019, Cabinet received representation by the 

Head of Environmental Operations referencing a report in respect of 
Replacement Domestic Wheeled Bin Charges which had been tabled at the 
previous meeting of the Environment and Performance Committee on the 24 
September 2019.  Cabinet were advised of the deliberation of that committee 
and of its final recommendation to Cabinet. 
Copy of the initial report to Environment and Performance Committee is 
attached at Appendix 1. 
 

2. After debate the Cabinet made the decision as set out in the official meeting 
minutes, and those minutes were circulated to Members in the usual 
procedure. 
Cabinet minute (31) is attached at Appendix 2. 

 
3. In accordance with the established procedures the executive decision on the 

report was called in within the five day time period and by the stipulated 
number of Members. 

 
The reasons given for the call-in are: 

 
1) Inadequate consultation prior to the decision being made 

 
Who should have been consulted? 

 

A wider section of the public 
 

 
2) Absence of evidence for the decision. 

 
What evidence would you like to see? 

 

What, if any, alternative provisions has been considered; what 
implications there may be for public health, litter and fly tipping. 

  
A copy of the call-in form is attached at Appendix 3. 

 
4. At its meeting held on the 14 November 2019 the members of the 

Environment and Performance committee considered the reasons for the call-
in and agreed that the matter be referred to Full Council to allow further 
debate on the subject. 
 

(The minutes of this meeting are attached at Appendix 4) 
 

5. Full Council is asked to consider the called-in issue in accordance with the 
call-in protocol and decide whether the decision should not have been called-
in, in the first instance, or if it wishes Cabinet to reconsider further the 
comments of both the Environment and Performance Committee and of Full 
Council prior to Cabinet making its final decision. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
 

Not relevant to covering report. 
 
 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: 
 

Not relevant to covering report. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 
 

Not suitable to covering report. 
 
 
 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 
 

Appendix 1 Report to Environment and Performance Committee 24.09.2019. 

Appendix 2 Cabinet Minute (31) 

Appendix 3 
 

Call-In – activated  

Appendix 4 
 
 

Environment and Performance Minute (35). 
 

 
 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
 

Name of Body Date  
 

Environment and Performance Committee 24 September 2019 

Cabinet 23 October 2019 

Environment and Performance Committee 
Call-In meeting. 

14 November 2019 

 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS: 
 

None  
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REPORT TO: ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 

CALL – IN. 

DATE: 14 NOVEMBER 2019 

SUBJECT: 
CALL IN OF CABINET DECISION. 
 

Replacement Domestic Wheeled Bin Charges. 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: COUNCILLOR YVONNE STEVENS 

REPORT AUTHOR: HEAD OF ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATIONS. 

EXEMPT REPORT? NO 

 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
 

At its meeting on the 23 October 2019 Cabinet received a report in respect of 
Replacement Domestic Wheeled Bin Charges and its decision (Cabinet Minute 31) 
based on that report, has been called-in by four non-executive Members, in 
accordance with the Council’s Constitution. 

 

 

 

 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 

N/A 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 
 

That the committee considers the called-in issue in accordance with the call-in 
protocol and: 
 

1. Determine that the decision should not be called-in, in which event the 
decision of the Cabinet will take effect; or 

 

2. Refer the matter back to Cabinet for further reconsideration setting out in 
writing the nature of their concerns; or 

 

3. Refer the matter to full Council for debate (Council cannot override the Cabinet 
decision, only refer back to Cabinet)  
 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  

 

 

 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION: 
 

This is the procedure set out in the Council’s Constitution.  

Appendix 1
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REPORT: 
 
 
1. At its meeting on the 23 October 2019, Cabinet received representation by the 

Head of Environmental Operations referencing a report in respect of 
Replacement Domestic Wheeled Bin Charges which had been tabled at the 
previous meeting of the Environment and Performance Committee on the 24 
September 2019.  Cabinet were advised of the deliberation of that committee 
and of its final recommendation to Cabinet. 
Copy of the report to Environment and Performance Committee is attached at 
Appendix 3. 
 
 

2. After debate the Cabinet made the decision as set out in the official meeting 
minutes, and those minutes were circulated to Members in the usual 
procedure. 
Cabinet minute (31) is attached at Appendix 2. 

 
 
3. In accordance with the established procedures the executive decision on the 

report was called in within the five day time period and by the stipulated 
number of Members. 

 
The reasons given for the call-in are: 

 
1) Inadequate consultation prior to the decision being made 

 
Who should have been consulted? 

 

A wider section of the public 
 

 

 
2) Absence of evidence for the decision. 

 
What evidence would you like to see? 

 

What, if any, alternative provisions has been considered; what 
implications there may be for public health, litter and fly tipping. 

 
  

A copy of the call-in form is attached at Appendix 1. 
 
    
4. Committee is asked to consider the called-in issue in accordance with the call-

in protocol and decide whether the decision should be called-in (and referred 
to Cabinet or Council) or allowed to stand and take effect.  
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
 

Not relevant to covering report. 
 
 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: 
 

Not relevant to covering report. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 
 

Not suitable to covering report. 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 
 

Appendix 1 Call-In request. 

Appendix 2 Cabinet Minute (31) 

Appendix 3 Report to Environment and Performance Committee 24 
September 2019.                                                                                          
REPLACEMENT DOMESTIC WHEELED BIN CHARGES 

 

 
 
 
 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
 

Name of Body Date  

Environment and Performance Committee 24 September 2019 

Cabinet 23 October 2019 

 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS: 
 

None  
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  APPENDIX 2 

CABINET MINUTE (31)   23 OCTOBER 2019 
 
 
31  RECOMMENDATIONS FROM OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY (STANDING 

ITEM)* 
 

 

 

DECISION 

 
That the recommendation from the Environment and 
Performance Committee that all charges for replacement green 
and blue wheeled bins be abolished, be not accepted.  

Portfolio 

Holder 

and 

Officer 

 

Cllr 
Stevens  

 

CA 

 
A specific recommendation had been referred to Cabinet from the Environment and 
Performance committee in respect of charges for replacement wheeled bins. 
 
The Committee had considered a report at its meeting on 24 September 2019, in 
response to a resolution agreed at its meeting on 24 July that charges for replacement 
wheeled bins be added to the work programme.  
 
The report stated that a charge of £25 for replacement 240L green and blue bins had 
been introduced in the 2013/14 budget report, which had been considered by the 
Corporate and Community Committee, Audit and Governance Committee, Cabinet 
and full Council as part of the budget setting process.  
 
At an Inquiry Evening held on 14 January 2019 on the draft Waste and Recycling 
Operational Procedures document, which included reference to the charges, no 
comments or challenge had been forthcoming from Members in respect of the charges 
for replacement bins.  
 
However, since the approval of the charges in 2013/14 it had become apparent that 
the charge had not been consistently applied.   
 
The Operations Manual, agreed following the Inquiry Evening, was published on the 
Council’s website and clearly stated under Procedure 14 that when a bin was 
damaged by the collection vehicle a note would be made by the crew and a 
replacement bin would be provided free of charge.  
 
During debate Members of the scrutiny committee expressed concerns regarding the 
charges, stating that the only service residents received for their council tax was waste 
removal and they should not have to pay any further charges for the service. 
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The resolution of the committee was: 
 
That the Environment and Performance Committee recommend to Cabinet that 
it withdraw all replacement charges for the green and blue domestic wheeled 
bins.  
 
The Portfolio Holder for Environmental Services thanked the scrutiny members for 
their detailed and diligent consideration of the issues. However, she was not in a 
position to support the recommendation due to the severe financial challenges facing 
the council, and no viable alternative option had been proposed to fund the budget 
deficit that would be created by the abolition of charges. 
 
The policy had been in place since 2013/14 and consulted on annually as part of the 
budget setting process since that time, no comments or concerns had been raised.  
The authority was legitimately entitled to recover the costs for supply and delivery of 
replacement bins and it was fair and proportionate to do.  The charge also ensured 
there was an onus of responsibility on residents to look after their bins and it would be 
unfair to burden all tax payers with costs of replacement in circumstances where the 
Council was not at fault. 
 
It was clarified that if damage was caused by the refuse vehicle or crew the 
replacement bin would be provided at no cost to the householder. 
 
The charges were set out in the Waste Recycling Operational Procedures document 
and it was suggested that information should be made as clear as possible and 
promoted more widely in the public domain to ensure householders were aware of 
their responsibilities and potential consequences in respect of replacement of wheeled 
bins. 
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OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY - ENVIRONMENT & 
PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 
 

14 November 2019 

Present:  Councillor Tracey Abbott (Chairman),  Councillors Peter Bedford, Deborah 
Evans, Paul Goodale, Neill Hastie, Peter Watson and Judith Welbourn 
 

Portfolio Holder:     Councillor Yvonne Stevens 
 

Call-In Signatory: Councillor Richard Austin 
 

Observing:  Councillors Alison Austin, Alan Bell and Brian Rush 
   Chief Executive 
Officers: 
Head of Environmental Operations and Democratic Services Officer 
 
33   APOLOGIES 

 

Apologies for absence were tabled for Councillor Judith Skinner and Councillor Anton 
Dani.  No substitute members in attendance. 
 

34   DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
 

No declarations of interest were tabled. 
 

35   CALL IN OF CABINET DECISION - REPLACEMENT DOMESTIC WHEELED 
BIN CHARGES 
 

It is recorded that this Call-In was activated on the 1 November 2019 when the Call-In 
Form was received which had been signed by Councillors Richard Austin, Peter 
Bedford, Paul Goodale and Peter Watson. 
 
The Head of Environmental Operations presented the report.  Committee were advised 
that the recommendations they made at their last meeting on the 24 September 2019 in 
respect of the Replacement Domestic Wheeled Bin Charges, had not been accepted by 
Cabinet at its meeting on the 23 October 2019.   In accordance with procedure, 
members had activated a Call-In of that decision within five working days of that Cabinet 
meeting.  
 
The Chairman then invited the four members who had activated the Call-In to explain 
their reasons for doing so, with questions to the Portfolio Holder and Head of 
Environmental Operations being included within this part of the procedure.  The 
members addressed the committee in order of their signing of the Call-In form with the 
reasons and concerns noted below: 
 

1. Concern was noted that following initial adoption of the new protocol it had 
appeared to have caused confusion and anger to residents who had been 
unaware of the implementation of the charge.  Indeed some members had tabled 
their frustration that they too had not been made aware of it being implemented. 
Furthermore it had been understood that the original intention of having the 
‘ability to charge’ had only been introduced to stop residents from abusing the 
service and was not to be used ‘willy nilly’.   
There had been inconsistency in charging whilst other Council’s including the City 
of Lincoln did provide free replacement bins.   

 

Appendix 4
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
14 November 2019 
 

2. Potential increases in Fly-Tipping across the Borough could arise as a result of 
residents being unable to pay for replacement bins nor take their rubbish to the 
Household Waste facility.  The Council would ultimately be picking up the costs of 
clearing such incidents which would be false economy.  Equally the knock-on 
effect from fly-tipping could result in potential public health dangers with vermin 
and disease as residents would simply bag up their rubbish and leave it outside 

 
3. Addressing responsibility for damage it was stated that residents would be 

charged for vandalism to their bins which they had not caused, citing bins left out 
overnight prior to collection day as being particularly susceptible to such damage.  
How would a householder evidence they had not caused the damage.   In 
addition, worn bins / end of life bins could be damaged during tipping on the lorry 
but the actual damage may not be identified until the bins were physically 
wheeled back from the pavements.  If the damage is not recorded on the Bartec 
system the responsibility would fall to the resident.   
Alternatively, end of life bins could easily be damaged whilst on the actual lorry 
and with the current age of the bins, that could result in the Council being 
responsible for possibly 90% of replacement bins making the charge irrelevant.  If 
so then what would be the point of the charge? 
 

4. Concern was further noted at the lack of any initial consultation with residents 
about the introduction of the charge alongside the reality of some households not 
being able to pay the cost.  Referencing the age of the bins and the small amount 
of monies collected since implementation of the charge in 2013/2014, concern 
noted that on taking into consideration the officer time involved in identifying 
responsibility / producing invoices and then recovering the charge outweighed the 
£25-00 recouped and the charging would be uneconomical.  
 

The Portfolio Holder along with the Head of Environmental Operations responded to the 
initial notification of Call-In reasons as follows: 
 
The £25.00 charge has been in place since 2013/2014 and for each subsequent year 
thereafter, thereby ensuring members were all aware of the charge.  There has been no 
challenge to the charge over that period.  Charges had been applied at the discretion of 
the previous Portfolio Holder and Head of Service until April of this year. 
The charge was not excessive. The Council pay £18.00 for each bin and when you add 
the cost of delivering the bin, the use of the vehicle and the driver’s salary the Council is 
merely recovering costs.  It was not for the general tax payer to subsidise bins which 
had been abused and the Council was still facing severe financial challenges and the 
Council are entitles to recover costs for replacement bins.    
Challenging the committee the Portfolio Holder asked for suggestions on alternative 
areas to save the money, asking if they felt redundancies, fewer household waste 
collections or a significant reduction in street cleaning would be preferable.  Furthermore 
Cabinet had felt that by applying the deterrent of a replacement bin charge residents 
would take ownership of their bins and would look after them and be more responsible 
for their upkeep.  
 
The Head of Environmental Operations reminded members that the Council not only 
had a legal duty to collect the waste but ha legal entitlement to recover charges for 
replacement bins.  Referencing the suggestion that in the absence of a bin, fly tipping 
incidents would increase, he noted that there was no evidence to support this assertion.   
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The collection vehicles were all fitted with the Bartec system for crrew’s to record 
damage as it arose during the collection of the bins.  CCTV camera’s covered the full 
operation of lifting, tipping and emptying the bin along with returning the bin to the 
pavement.  Any damage whatsoever caused during that process would be recorded.  
 
The chairman invited comments and questions from the remaining members of the 
committee at this point in the proceedings which included: 
 
Concern that the impact of the implementation of the charge would affect those who 
were least able to pay for it and it could result in waste being dumped in the streets in 
bin bags.  Furthermore the charge of £25-00 was the cost of a week’s food to some 
families within the borough and they would not choose to pay for a bin over feeding their 
families.   Many residents felt the only service they received from the Council for paying 
their Council Tax was their waste removal:  on principle it should be free collections and 
free replacement bins for every resident.   
 
Referencing the life span of bins, a member voiced concerns that this would vary 
according to their use, volume of waste carried over time and weather conditions, 
alongside potential vandalism by unknown parties and possible theft of bins, how could 
the Council identify who was responsible for the charge.  
 
Concern was also raised at the potential damage to the Council’s reputation at a critical 
time when residents were starting to see the overall benefits of the Council’s work and 
goodwill was being fostered.  The insistence to charge for the replacement bins could 
severely damage the goodwill which was being built. 
 
Referencing comments by the members who Called-In in the decision, members agreed 
that the Council should look at suggested options to source the income elsewhere, for 
example a bin amnesty to allow unused bins to be collected and recycled and also 
charging HMO’s as commercial collections and not residential, dependent on the 
number of bins they had.    
 
Additional suggestions included reducing the cost of the bin to £15-00 which whilst not 
covering the bought-in cost of £18-00, it would get residents buying the bins.  Residents 
could also seek a crime number from the police should their bin be stolen.  A member 
also suggested that Cabinet members agree to scrap their allowances to release around 
£40k which would buy a significant number of bins. 
 
The Head of Environmental Operations advised that the police would not provide a 
crime number in the event of a bin being stolen and also that the Council as the Council 
had a duty to provide refuse collection arrangements to any households (including those 
in an HMO) of any tenure, free of charge. Any decision in respect of scraping of 
allowances would be a decision for Cabinet Members alone. 
 
The Chairman invited non committee members who were observing to make 
representation at this point, repetition of many previous comments by committee were 
noted along with: 
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Referencing the problems experienced by residents in terraced housing with storage of 
multiple bins and the movement / dragging of them either around houses or even 
through them to put them out for collection, a member questioned if consideration of 
bags should be given to such houses.  If the residents decided not to pay for their bins, it 
would result in them leaving their rubbish on the roadside in a variety of bags and as the 
Council had a statutory duty to collect the rubbish, then the provision of bags would 
ensure the rubbish was safely disposed of for collection.  By providing the bags it would 
free up bins and save any costs for replacement.  
 
The Head of Environmental Operations confirmed that bags could be provided as a 
temporary measure to support households without a bin in exceptional circumstances 
but any change in the current collection method was not for consideration. 
 
In respect of the replacement bin charge a member agreed that £25-00 was not a 
significant amount and that looking at alternatives, in particular redundancies, was not 
an option.   It was clear within the policy that the Council had a statutory duty to charge 
for bins should it wish to do so, and that unless proven evidence of not being able to pay 
was provided, then the charges for a new bin should be implemented. 
 
The Chairman invited the Portfolio Holder to sum up at this point in the proceedings prior 
to final movement of recommendation: 
 
The Portfolio Holder agreed that the subject was indeed a controversial issue and that 
she understood both sides of the argument.  She thanked committee for all their 
comments and suggestions and noted the concerns by members at the implementation 
of the charge.  However she stressed that it was in place within the policy and that the 
Council had the statutory right to implement it:  should committee disagree it was 
obviously for them to decide how to move forward. 
 
It was moved by Councillor Neill Hastie and seconded by Councillor Peter Bedford that 
recommendation 3 within the call-in protocol be agreed by committee and that it refer 
the matter back to Full Council for debate. 
 
A point of procedure was sought by a member prior to moving to a vote in that he sought 
confirmation that should recommendation 2 be agreed and the committee refer the 
matter back to Cabinet, that there was no further process nor return to a Scrutiny 
committee, and that Cabinet would have the final determination. 
The member was advised that was correct. 
 
The decision of the committee was clearly carried. 
 
RECOMMENDED: 
 
That the Environment and Performance Committee agree to refer the matter to Full 
Council for debate being mindful that Council cannot override the Cabinet decision and 
can only refer it back to Cabinet).  
 
 
 

The Meeting Closed at 8.10 pm 
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